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Online Programming Group Network is a web portal with the programming 
as the main focus. It is a portal which dcv lop p cial t manag pr 1rammrng 
problems faced by FSKTM members. By 11 ing the s tern, 11 can a u fir! 
links to other programming sites which po es a lot f note or tutorial, post 
question in forum and also chat with other user to di cus the arne pr blem that 
they are facing. The main objective of the sy tem i to pr vide tudcnts an avenue to 
communicate with each other not only among tudent but al o lecturer and tut r 
regarding programming problem they face. Therefore, it i hopin > that thi tem 
will assist them to easily get different kinds of programming re urce and help 
them in finding out solution of their programming problem . In thi pr ject, 
Unified Process has been chosen to develop the y tern. e ide , pecial 
development technology and tool like/\ P.N ~T, Internet lnformati 11 erver II. ), 
and Microsoft Visual tudio .Net, Microsoft S L crvcr 2000 arc need I in th 
software development. The target user of the y tern arc 
and students. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Project Overview 
Programming as the mam subject for every F KTM tudents i ah ay 
recognized as a course which is very hard to learn, understand and mast r. urr ntly, our 
faculty is facing a very high percentage of tudent failure in programming course. Th 
reason of why this phenomenon happened always become th topic for I ctur r to 
discuss and solved. Hence, it is important for u to provid some ort of tool to help our 
students in solving or at least finding the solution of their programming prob! m . 
Online Programming Group Network i a web portal which devel p pecial t 
manage programming problems faced by FSKTM member . The ystem aim to a i t 
users to get different kinds of programming re ource easily in order t olve th ir 
programming problems. By u ing the ystcm, u er can accc useful links t thcr 
programming sites which possess a lot of notes or tutorial, post que lion in forum and 
also chat with other user to discuss the same problems that they arc facing. 
This system will be available on-line 24 hours a day for 7 day a we k. A th 
system is always available, lecturer and tutors can help our tudent at anytim . It i 
hoping that this system will be useful for the u er and indire tly help them t impr 







1.2 Problem Domain 
Below are some problems and limitations currently faced by lecturer and tud nts in 
FSKTM, when teaching and studying th programming cour es: 
• Time Constraint 
The lecture hour is too short for students to fully under tand certain chapters or 
programming ideas. Moreover, limited lab hour are insufficient for students to discuss 
lab exercise as well as other programming problems. Additionally mo t of the 
lecturers have no enough time to handle all students during their con ultation hour a 
too many students make appointment at the same time. 
• Inefficient Communication 
A poor interaction between lecturers and tudents alway occur during the lecture 
hours. In lecture, students always shy to a k que tion even they ha e an quer 
about the particular topic. Besides, currently there i no very efficient way for 
students to communicate with lecturer or even among the tudents them el 
• Lack of Learning Resources 
Currently, the course homepage provide only the not and e er 1 f r the 
particular course. Most of the hornepagcs do not provide other pr grarnming 
resources like collection of links to other u eful web ites, nl ine tutorial and. n. 
• Lack or place t share and help 
Discu sion forum available in the curse homepage normally j in d b tud nt 
taking the particular course onl and normal! IO .us ·s 011 111 · pa ti ular ur · 
urr ntl , u 0111111011 portul or dis iussion I oo d to •ath · ull th· I· tur •r · and 










1.3 Objective of the Project 
The objectives of this project are listed as below: 
• Develop a web portal to provide students in F KTM an avenue to ornrnunicat 
with each other regarding programming problems they face. 
• Enable lecturers in FSKTM to help and guide their students to solve any 
programming problems by answering their question on line. 
• Save a lot of precious time, where students can easily get help from I cturer 
through the web without finding the lecturer face-to-face. 
• nable target users to search and access many useful programming re ourcc u h 
as notes, tutorial, exercise which covers different criteria of programming 
problems and solutions. 
• asier the process of finding information by provides a scar h ngine that an 








1.4 Scope of the Project 
The scopes of project are listed as below: 
• The system only specific for searching programming problem and olution . 
• The system only concentrates on programming language such a 
Java, .net and other major programming language. System does not provide 
programming resource for all kind of languages found in th world. 
• The system will only support English as a single communication languag . All the 
information will be communicated in nglish. 
• The main target user of the system is undergraduate who currently study in 
FSKTM only. 
• The system basically only manages programming problem faced by b ginner 
and intermediary programmer . 
Target Users: 
• Undergraduates in FSKTM 
The main target user of the system. They are allowed t p st mes age in f rum 
upload and download file, chat as well as earch inforrnati n. 
• Lecturers in I·SKTM 
The main role oflecturer in this system is to help and an wcr tudent que ti n a 
well as guide them to solve their problems. They arc also allowed t p t m ag 










Based on the system administration and target users, the propos d system has b en 
divided into two modules namely Administrator Module and Us r Modul which 
performed some of their own functions respectively. 
• Administrator Module 
The main functions are managing and updating programming resources, 
determining which submitted file to be uploaded as well as managing the 
discussion forum. 
• User Module 
Allow logged-in user to post message in forum, upload and download file, chat 










1.5 Expected Outcomes 
The expected outcomes of the project are stated below: 
• The system is available on-line through the Internet. 
• The system is able to ensure only authorized user can acces private information 
such as personal detail in the system databa e. 
• The system can perform the basic function such as forum, access links to notes, 
tutorials and so on. 
• A search engine is provided in the system. 
• The system is able to expand and allow future enhancement and additional 
functions. 
1.6 Project Schedule 
ID ra~Name ~~ Finis\ raron 
I Pre~hari Slu&f an~ P~M~i !/l!m~ 1M/1001 !w 
1 rneralure~evie~ !/lim~ iMI~ &i 
! Millio~olo1ii1 an~ S~rem Mifylii 1Moot i/1MOOI 1w • -- - 
I S~rem Oe1l1n i/l!m~ i/lMOOI Jw - l s~~m ~imeamaion 11mm~ 1nm~ 1.!w 
i Tei~1111W11!!11111~ 1imm~ lnl/1001 lw - 1 S~remfvoruion INJm~ 1Am~I l!1 .. 
I ~me~aion lMOOI lAm~ l~l1 










1.7 Project Report Summary 
Project Report Summary gives an overview of all the pha es involv d during 
development of the system. They are eight chapter throughout the whole proj ct. 
Chapter One: Introduction 
This chapter introduces the project overview, problems domain, objective of project, 
scopes of project, expected outcome and project schedule. 
Chapter Two: Literature Review 
This chapter describes the research has been carried out before the project can be 
implemented. lt consists of domain tudie and technology review wher urrently 
existing ystem and different software developing technologic arc tudicd. 
Chapter Three: Methodology 
This chapter emphasizes on the conclusion on system development methodol g th 
justification of the chosen methodology as well a incorporation of the meth dol gy in 
system development. lt also discusses the information gathering m thod. and th 
explanation about the chosen development to Is and technologie for devclo thi 
Chapter Four: System Analysls 
Thi chapter describes the system analysis in ludc · 1111111 sis or lit iratur · r · 1 \ and 
anal is of survc .ondu t d. Th Iun .tionul r ·quir ·rn ·nt non-run tionu] r .quir .rnent, 










Chapter Five: System Design 
This chapter explains the conceptual and technical design of the system which covers the 
system architecture design, database design, process design and u er int rfac d ign. 
Chapter Six: System Implementation 
This chapter focuses mainly on the implementation pha e of the entire proj ct which 
consists of the coding process done to convert the proposed project into a fully functi nal 
system. 
Chapter Seven: System Testing 
Ihis chapter describes the testing process and methods carried out to verify and validat 
the system to make sure it fulfills its requirement . It i an important pha e in 
determining the errors, bugs and faults of the ystern and the sub qu nt action taken to 
overcome it. 
Chapter Eight: System Evaluation 
This chapter will touch on the evaluation done on the finished sy t 111. It will in Jud" th 











CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 lntrod uction 
On-line Programming Group Network i a web portal to manag problem 
faced by programmers of different level in FSKTM. In order to di into r quir m nt 
specification, analysis and design of the system, it is nece ary to perform a thorough 
investigation of all the topics related to the proposed system. 
2.2 Domain Studies 
Domains studies are to find out and clarify the definition of proposed sy tern, at 
the same time analyze and research the current systems which have ame or imilar 
function to the project. Various good and relevant feature are to be noted during the 
urvey on curr nt systems. This provides pertinent inf' rrnarion and alidity to 
determine and implement the best solution. 
2.2.1 Definition 
Knowledge Based System 
According to Free n-line Dictionary of omputing (F L ), a kn 1 dg - 
based system (KBS) is a program for extending and/or querying a knowled 1 ba ". "he 
related term expert system is normally u cd to refer t a highly d main- p ifi r 
KBS used for a specialized purpose such a medical diagn i lnt rn t R 
2/8/2004). 
I lutchinson ictionary of' ompulcrs, Multim ·diu, und the Int rn ·t al n t 
that it is a omputcr pro rnrn thnl uses un ·11 odin • or humnn no I d ic to hul1 sol 
prob! ms. It was liscovcrcd durinu research into n1tili·iul inlelliucncc th t addrng 









difficult to solve by the usual techniques of computer science Int met R ference 
5/8/2004). 
Portal 
With reference to FOLDOC, portal defined a a web ite that aim to be an 
entry point to the World-Wide Web, typically offering a search ngin and/or links to 
useful pages, and possibly news or other services (Jnternet Reference, 2/8/2004 ). 
Another on-line dictionary Computer Telephony & lectronics Dictionary and 
Glossary explained portal as a web site or service that offers a broad array of resources 
and services, most of which, but not all, are on-line, such as e-mail forum , ear h 
engines, and on-line shopping malls. Now most of the traditional earch engines have 
transformed themselves into Web portal to attract and keep a larger audien c. Ty i all , 
this sort of service also yields the user a central place t find what he ne d (Intern t 
Ref rence, 6/8/2004) 
Search Engine 
Search ngine is defined in FOLDOC a a rem tely acce sible pr gram that 
lets you do keyword searches for information on the Internet. Ther ar eral t p f 
search engine; the search may cover titles of document , URL , header , r th full t ext 
(Internet Reference, 2/8/2004). For c ample, Yahoo, Alta Vi ta, o gl 
some of many. 
On-line Pro 1n11mni11g Group Network (A kuowlcdgc Bas ·d Portal with earch 
En ,inc) 
With the r r rcnce of' the d Iinition abov ·, th ·r .Ior ·, th· pr pos ·d s stern is 
defined as a website or service thnl s »v ·H 1. a sluuinu poin; and r ·qu ·nt 1al way t the 









focus). It offers a broad array of resources and services such as forum hyp rlink access 
to useful links, notes/tutorial/exercises, chatting and so on. Additional! it has a search 
engine for user to search for information, existing solutions which ab! to cov r many 
different criteria on programming problems. 
2.2.2 Comparison of Portal and Website 
Portals are large aggregative Internet technologies that are increasingly replacing 
homepage to provide a structured gateway to the Internet. They int grate cont nt, 
community and communication services according to users' need by means of 
personalization and customization. A portal is different from a normal website du to 
some elements that are available in a portal but not in a website. 
Table 2.1: Difference between Website and Portal 
-~~~ -~~~~ 
Website Portal 
Spreading and delivering of information Based on sharing of information or a 
only. channel where the user and uppl ier 
interact. 
Normally, available information is static Update process need t: be done regular! . 
No two-way communication between user ~xi tence of two-way comm uni .ati n. 
and web developer. U er can rec iv f ed a k fr 111 
and seldom updated. 
More speci fie to one topic. 
developer. 
Vari •t of'topi ·s for all us .rs, 










2.2.3 Current System Review 
2.2.3.1 Case Study 1: Free Programming and Free Webmaster Resources 
Free Programming and Free Webrnaster Resource is a web portal which links 
to free programmer resources and free webmaster resource for experienc d developer 
as well as those who are learning programming. The r sources include free 
programming tutorials, free online programming books, free compilers, free interpreters, 
free programming tools, free source code and free webmaster resourc . 
It also gathers other useful hyperlink like discussion forum, games, 
programming language FAQ and so on. This site is suitable not only for those who are 
studying programming in school, learning web development, but al o very u eful for the 
professional programmer and developers. (Intern t Reference, 7/8/2004) 
rut• l>r()flri\lnud1'f11 ... ourtwt, frtv rU(\rdlomlnnrv.1,u.ul:tl1.1,;l•n M(!Jll\4 I htfux 












• Cover various kinds of programming problems and solutions. 
• All the links are well organized according to different crit ria and categories. 
• Data resources are updated frequently. 
Cons: 
• Interface design not attractive enough. 
• Provide directory oflinks only. H does not build it own discus ion board, chat 
room and so on. 
2.2.3.2 Case Sturdy 2: The Code Project 
The Code Project is a community of Visual tudio .N T devel per joined 
together to learn and teach programming. Developer ar und the w rid har our e 
code, tutorials and knowledge for free at this site to help their fellow prograrnrn r . 
Every article on the Code Project ha been contributed for fr , and all ur 
code, components and code snippets can in turn be used for free to . N w, th r arc r 
800,000 people reading ode Project each month including th 
as Microsoft, HP, DevelopMentor and Wintellect. 
ode Project provide several ervices that join de eloper together. hi 
from c mpani 
included di cus ion board, community survey, indu try new and c nta t and n 'th 
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• Discussion boards are responsive and cover various kind of pr gram ming 
matters. 
• Provide tutorial for user from different level. 
• Provide searching filter for to ease user to search on particular languag . 
• Provided industry contact . 
• A. well known site and many experienced programmer is a member fthe 
community. 
ns: 
• The cornmunit f'o uses i11 sev 'ntl pro m~mmin • 1011 •uo c onl 








2.2.3.3 Case Study 3: Lowyat.net 
Lowyat.net is a Malaysia's Tech nthusiast Resource Communit which is 
established to provide a place for computer users e pecially those ba d in Malaysia to 
gather, discuss and help each other. 
Lowyat.net provided several features which are very useful for computer user in 
Malaysia. The forums here discuss many topics including hardware, software, games, 
technical support as well as some essential reviews and guidelines for local computer 
user. Besides, the current pricelist of computer ha.rd war which sold in Law Yat Plaza is 
also available here. (Internet Reference, 10/8/2004) 
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Pros: 








• The forum is very responsive. 
• It provided pricelist from different seller to make user easier to do the 
comparison. 
Cons: 
• There is very little links to other useful websites although it provides this feature. 
• Very limited reviews and articles. 
• Many features provided have not been fully used and discovered. 
2.2.3.4 Case Study 4: CodeGuru 
CodeGuru is a site contains thousands of articles and pieces of code for u er to 
download, review, modify and use. Code u.ru is about the sharing of code. Mo t or the 
people who contribute code articles to ode uru are the arne people who r und and 
used something from here. 
CodeGuru is dedicated to helping developers and programmers by pr viding th 
most robust and up-to-date technical information and code snippet on the Int rnct. Thi 
information comes from Gurus who are in the IT indu try. e ide , uru al 
actively searches for additionaJ article on key indu try topic from k indu Lr ad r . 
Other features offered in ode uru ar columns from indu try I A 
(Frequently Asked ucstions), discus ion forum , and r urce area f r pr du t 
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Figure 2.4: ode uru' Homepage 
Pros: 
• Attractive interface design. 
• New articles are uploaded frequently. 
• All the articles and resources are well organized. 
Cons: 










2.2.3.5 Comparison of current systems features 
Table 2.2: Summary of current systems featur s 
Free The Code Lowyat.n t CodeGuru 
Programming and Project 
Free Webmaster 
Resources 
New Members x ..j ..j -v 
Registration 
Member Login x ..) ..) ..) 
Personal Info x ..) ..) '1 
Update 
Discussion Forum ..) ..) ..) ..) 
Access/Link to ..) ..) x ..) 
other useful (very limited) (very limited) 
websites 
Search Engine ..) ..) ..) ..) 
File x ..) ..) ~ 
U pload/Oownload 










2.3 Technology Revjew 
Various technologies are available in developing an online application 
Following are some of the description about various technologi in th market that have 
been used in software development. 
2.3.1 Development Model 
2.3.1.1 Waterfall Life-Cycle Model 
The waterfall mode] is a popular version of the ystems development life cycle 
model for software engineering. It was first put forward by W.W Roye . Waterfall 
model is often considered the classic approach to the systems development life cycle, 
which describes a development method that is linear and sequential. Waterfall 
development has distinct goals for each pha e of development. A waterfall dev I pment 
is imilar to waterfall on the cliff of a steep mountain, once a pha e or development i 
completed, the development proceeds to the n xt phase and there is no turning ba k. 
Pros: 
• Allows for departmentalization and managerial control 
• Maintenance is easier 
Cons: 
• Inflexible. Does not all w for much reflection or r vi ion 
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Figure 2.5: Full waterfall life-cycle model 
2.3.L2 Rapid-Prototyping Life-Cycle Model 
A rapid prototype is a working model that is functionally equivalent to a • ub et 
of the product. However, the internal structure is not concerned yet. The ole u e f 
rapid prototyping is to determine the real needs f client, and con truct th rapid 
prototype as rapidly as possible to speed up the softwar development pr e . 
In this model, the rapid prototype i build and let the client and futur u r t 
interact and experiment with. nee the client i atisfied, the developer an draw up 
the specification document and the software proces i continued a hown in •igur -· . 
Pros: 
• nsures that the delivered product meet the client's ne ds 
ons: 
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Figure 2.6: Rapid-prototype life-cycle model 
2.3.1.3 Iterative-and-Incremental Life-Cycle Model 
The basic concept of iterative-incremental lite-cycle model i decompo ed the 
d velopment of soft.ware product into smaller mini projc t , ach r whi h i an iteration 
that results in an increment. There are five core workflow are perform d ov r th entire 
life cycle. They are requirements workflow, analysis workfl w, d ign w rkfl w, 
implementation workflow and test workflow which are also part of Unifi d Pr 
However, there are times when one worktlow predominate the other four. Th pr 
of iteration and incrementation i continued until a completed soil arc pr du 
created. 
Pros: 
• losely model real-world. oflware production. 
• /\!lowing the developer to take advantage or what was being learned during the 
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Figure 2.7: Iterative-and-Incremental Life- ycle Model 
2.3.1.4 Spiral Life-Cycle Model 
Spiral lite-cycle model combines the feature of the prototyping model and th 
waterfall model. It was first defined by Barry Boehm. The concept under! ing the 
spiral model is the idea of minimizing risk via the use of prototype and other m an . 
simplified spiral model is as a waterfall model with each pha e pr ceded b ri k anal i . 
In a full spiral model, the radial dimension repre ent cumulativ I I dat 
spiral corresponds to a phase. clorc commencing each pha ·c, an attempt i mad t 
control (resolve) the risks. Ir it is impossible to resolve all the si mif .ant ri at a tag , 











• Tt is more able to cope with inevitable changes that softv are development 
generally entails. 
• Risk driven. 
Cons: 
• Suitable only for large-scale, in-house product. 






I' Progress through , ueps 
Figure 2.8: Full spiral life-cycle rn del 
2.3.2 System Architecture 
2.3.2. l Mninframe Architecture 
Jn maintrumc software or hit ectur ·s, all int •Iii i •11 'c is within the ·ntrul host 










sends that information to the host. 
Mainframe software architectures are not tied to a hardware platform. User 
interaction can be done using PCs and UNIX workstation . A limitation of mainframe 
software architectures is that they do not easily support graphical u r interfaces or 
access to multiple databases from geographically dispersed ite . In th last few years, 
mainframes have found a new use as a server in distributed client/server architectur s. 
Pros: 
• Centralized data: high data security, ease of backups. 
• reliable, scalable computing 
Cons: 
• Inflexible; limited user interlace. 
• Producing multi-user online applications was complc and difficult. 
• High maintenance cost. 
2.3.2.2 Two-tier Client/Server Architecture 
Client/Server is a general description of a networked system wh re a cli nt 
program initiates contact with a separate server program (usually on a differ nt ma hin 
for a specific function or purpose. The client exist in the p ition f th reque t r f r 
the service provided by the erver. 
Two tier architectures consist or three components di tribut d in Ii nt I · r 
(requester or services) and server layer (provider of service . The three mponents ar 
• User ystern Int rlace such as session, tc t input, dial , and di la 
managern 'nt s irvi s 










process monitoring, and process resource services) 
• Database Management (such as data and tile services) 
In two tier client/server architectures, the user system int dace i u ually located 
in the user's desktop environment. Database management service arc u ually in a erver 
that services many clients. Processing management i split between the u er system 
interface and the database management server. Clients commonly communicate with the 
server through SQL statements or a call-level interface. 
Two Tiers 
User 9fst en lrierface 
+ Some Processing 
Mana9emenl 
Oltabose Manatem ml 
+ Some Processing 
M1r'1&41em tnt 
Figure 2.9: Two-tier Client/Server Architecture esign 
Pros: 
• Use of a relational Database increases s curity, reliability, flexibility. 
• Better scalability by adding server nodes and clients 
• raphic user interface makes sy tern easy to learn for user . 
• Low to medium cost. 
• A good olution for distributed computing when w rk gr up arc d fin 'do a 
dozen to I 00 people interacting on a LAN simultaneou ly. 
• can distribute pr ccssing load 
.ons: 










("fat client"), and drivers must be updated regularly 
• Client nodes require more computing power 
• Poor separation of software components 
• Cost: Database vendors typically charge by maximum number of concurrent 
users, and clients typically hold databases open for the duration of the session 
• When the number of users exceeds I 00, performance begins to deteriorate. This 
limitation is a result of the server maintaining a connection via "keep-alive" 
messages with each client, even when no work is being done. 
2.3.2.3 Three-tier Client/Server Architecture 
The three tier architecture or multi-tier architecture emerged to overcome the 
limitations of the two tier architecture. It is used when an effectiv di tributed 
client/server d sign is needed that provides (when compared to the two tier) incr a ed 
performance, flexibility, maintainability, reusability, and scalability, while hiding the 
complexity of distributed processing from the us r. 
In a three-tier or multi-tier environment, the client implements the pre entati n 
logic (thin client). The business logic is implemented on an application er r and th 
data resides on database server . 
A Multi-tier architecture is defined by the following thr e comp nent la r : 
• A front-end component, which is re ponsible for pr viding portabl 
presentation logic. 
• /\middle-tier component, which allows ust:rs to shur · and 
lo 1i • b lsolutinu it from th' actua! application. 










a database server. 
rn the three tier architecture, a middle tier was added between the user system 
interface client environment and the database management server environment. Th re 
are a variety of ways of implementing this middle tier, such a tran action processing 
monitors, message servers, or application servers. The middle tier can perform queuing, 
application execution, and database staging. For example, if the middle tier provides 
queuing, the client can deliver its request to the middle layer and disengage becau e th 
middle tier will access the data and return the answer to the client. In addition the middle 
layer adds scheduling and prioritization for work in progress. 
Three Tiers 
Usier~ Wufw:e 
Figure 2.10: Three-tier distributed client/server architecture design 
Pros: 
• Thin clients are easier to configure and maintain 
• If business logic is maintained on middlcwarc server, it only need t b upd t d 
on the server, not on all the client using the application 
• Darabasc licensing costs may be lower due to sharin 'of a sin •I · databa 
orm xtion. 










• The development environment is reportedly more difficult to use than the 
visually-oriented development of two tier applications. 
• Costly software distribution. 
• Poor cross-platform support 
• If the business is located in geographically remote locations, local data must be 
transmitted to and stored on the centralized database server 
2.3.3 Application Platform 
2.3.3.1 ·UNIX 
The UNIX operating system was developed at AT&T Bell Laboratories by Ken 
Thompson and Dennis Ritchie in 1969 and the early 1970s. The original version were 
designed to run on DEC PDP-11 16-bit computer and VAX 32-bit computer . The 
name "UNIX" comes from UNICS (Uniplexed Information and omputing y tern), a 
tongue-in-cheek play on words derived from Multics, an early time- haring op rating 
system.(lnternet Reference, 12/8/2004) 
Some of the features are listed below: 
• Multitasking 
UNIX was the one of the first multitasking operating y tern. ingl c mput r 
running the UNIX operating system can simultaneou ly run several ind nd nt 
jobs. 
• Multiuser 
UNIX or anizcs rnultiplc ta k from multi plc us ·rs so f hat lho .an run program 










• Programming environment 
UNIX provides the ultimate in computer programming environment. PO\ erful C, 
C++, FORTRAN and Java compilers along with development tool ar available 
for free. 
• Free software 
There are literally thousand of free applications available for Unix machines. 
This is one of the UNIX's greatest strength versus other operating system. 
• Portability 
One of the major contributions of UNIX system was its portability, permitting it 
to move from one brand of computer to another with a minimum of code chang s. 
New versions of UNIX were backward compatible with older versi n, making it 
easier for companies to upgrade in an orderly manner. 
2.3.3.2 LINUX 
Linux is a UNIX-like 32-bit operating system that runs on a variety of platform , 
including Intel, SPARC, PowerPC, and D Alpha proces or , a well a 
multiprocessing systems. The operating system is essentially free and you can d wnl ad 
it from the Web. (Internet Reference, 13/8/2004) 
Linux is a "user-developed" product, meaning that many of it comp nent an 
drivers have been developed by users around the world who ran the op rating t m fl r 
their own use. The original operating system was developed by inu T rvald a a 
college project. fl is now well supported and 1uini11g iround as a respc tabl · p .rating 
system d "spite it· home zrown roots. The >purnti11g s st nn is used b man W .b sit 









kernel or burned into a chip. 
Some of the features are listed below: 
• Portability 
Linux is a portable system that will run on a variety of platform rath r than b ing 
tied to only CPU chip and architecture. 
• Preemptive Multitasking 
Meaning that more than one task or application program can be running at the 
same time, preemptive means that the operating system rather than the 
application has the control of tasks. 
• Multiuser 
Meaning that more than one user can logged on at the same time affecting each 
other. 
2.3.3.3 Microsoft Windows XP 
Windows XP is the latest desktop version of the Windows operating y tern from 
Microsoft. ft was made publicly available on October 25, 2001. Two ver ion f 
Windows XP are available: Home which is targeted at home users and do n't allow 
users to join a domain, and Professional which has additional featur dual- 
processor support and the ability to join a domain.{lnternet Ref r nee, 14/8/2004 
Some of the features are listed below: 
• Preemptive multitasking architecture 
Windows XP is designed to allow multiple appli xnions to run simultanc 
while ensurin 1 rcat syst m response 1111d 'lubilit . 










Supports up to 4 gigabytes (GB) of RAM and up to two symmetric 
multiprocessors. 
• Encrypting File System ( FS) with multi-user support 
Encrypts each file with a randomly generated key. The encryption and 
decryption processes are transparent to the user. In Windows XP Professional, 
EFS can provide multiple users access to an encrypted document. 
• Windows File Protection 
Protects core system files from being overwritten by application installations. lf a 
file is overwritten, Windows File Protection will restore the correct version. 
2.3.4 Web Server 
2.3.4.1 Internet Information Server (I IS) 
fnternet Information Server (llS) is the largest web server available fr m 
Microsoft. It is a high-performance, secure, and extensible internet serv r ba d n 
Windows NT Server. lfS supports the World Wide Web, FTP, and gopher protoc I. 11 
transmits information through the web by using Hypertext Transfer Protocol (H P . 
The FTP service enables users to transfer files to and fr m th Web ite. Th g ph r 
service uses a menu-drive protocol for locating document . Th goph r prot ol ha 
been largely replaced by the I ITTP protocol. 
Pros: 
• raphic ser Interface help now users. 
• Abilit to limit how mu ·h bandwidth our w b pn' s ha · uvnilubl ·. 









though one application running on the server crashes. 
Cons: 
• Not robust. Can be made hang easily. 
• Can only be configured using U I. I ard to encapsulate all of the tting ma 
single configuration file like Apache. 
• Lack flexibility. Can not control how URL is parsed. 
• Only available for Windows. 
2.3.4.2 Apache 
Apache is software that works on a web server and offers a web service which 
works in modern operating system including UNlX and Windows operating system. It i 
free open source software and was created by many volunteer . H nee, all the code and 
module source code can be got and modified to suit developer ' need . Apache i toda 
most popular web server software in the world. 
Pros: 
• Constantly open source update. 
; The software is free. 
• Multi-platform support. 
• Popular. It is unlikely that further development of the software will er 
Cons: 
• No Support from Apache's developers. 
• Run best on Linux. ivcn two machines with the same hardware and different 










• Apache runs faster on the Linux machine. If users decided to use Windows, it 
makes more sense to use the Web server Microsoft includes with that operating 
system. 
2.3.4.3 Netscape Enterprise Server 
Netscape Enterprise Server is high-performance, highly scalable web server 
software for deploying the largest-scale web sites. This software expands on FastTrack 
Server, which adding content and site management tools. It also provides various 
options for mapping and forwarding URLs and supports URL redirection to directories 
on other servers. Netscape Enterprise Server is available for either UNLX or Window 
NT, out performs other server software on systems offering multiple proce sor . It 
comes with a 300-page guide to writing JavaScript. This commercial erver i ne of 
the most expensive servers available today. 
Pros: 
• Powerful and versatile compare to other server, especially when running on a 
multi-processor system. 
• Easy and cheap upgrade path from Netscape FastTrack erver. 
Cons: 








2.3.5 Programming Language 
2.3.5.1 Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) 
HTML is coding language which used to create Hypert xt documents for use on 
the World Wide Web. 1t is more looks like old-fashioned typesetting cod (Internet 
Reference, 18/8/2004). A HTML file contains many small markup tags where the tags 
tell the Web browsers on how to display the page. Jn every HTML file, it must have 
either htm or html file extension. However, with newer software it will b perfectly safe 
to use .htm I. (Internet Reference, J 9/8/2004) 
A HTML file can be created using a simple plain text editor like notepad and 
WordPad. Apart from that, instead of writing the markup tags in a plain text file, a 
HTML files can be edited easier by using powerful web builder like FrontPage, 
Macromedia Dreamweaver, Claris Home Page and Adobe PageMill. 
2.3.5.2 Extensible Markup Language (XML) 
XML is a programming language that enables designers to create their own tag 
to indicate specific information (Internet Reference, 20/8/2004). XML i much Jik 
HTML where it was designed to describe data. In XML, the tag ar n t pr d fined. 
Hence, developers are to define their own tags by using XML chema or 
Type Definition (OT ). 
XML and llTM were designed with different goal . 'I herefor , XM annot 
um nt 
consider as a replacement for I ITML. Jn fact, I ITML was dcsi ned to di, pla data and 
focus on how data looks while XML was designed to describe data and to IO u n what 










2.2.5.3 Client-side Scripting 
Client-side scripting is executed within the browser, which means that the 
browser interprets the code, and it can be seen when viewing the sourc codes of th 
web page in browser. In consequence, client-side scripting i peeding up the HTML 
page by reduces the work amount to be done by server. Client-side doesn't allow 
accessing to local files, directories or databases. The client-side script is interpreted by 
browser, thus some browsers may not be able to process certain type or script. 
2.2.5.3.1 JavaScript 
JavaScript is an object-based scripting language which designed to extend web 
page functionality. It was first added to Netscape Navigator in 1995. Java cript add on 
extra functionality to HTML, without having to resort to erver-side inten ive 
scripts . .JavaScript has the advantages that, just like its name-sake Java, it runs locally 
instead of from a server. (Internet Reference, 21 /8/2004) 
However, .JavaScript and Java are completely two different languag .. 
JavaScript is a simplified programming language which provides only ome of the 
features of a full-blown programming language. It was jut designed to add int racti it 
to HTML pages. On the other hand, Java is a complex and p werful prograrnrnin 1 
language which i in the same category as and ++ 
Some features or .JavaScript: 
• Insert dynamic text into an I ITML page. 










• React to events. JavaScript can be set to execute when a pag has finish loading 
or users click on certain element in the page. 
• Validate form data before it is submitted to a server and save server from e rtra 
process mg. 
• Enables the creation and use of cookies to keep track of user information. 
2.2.5.3.2 VBScript 
Visual Basic Scripting or more commonly known as YBScript is a scripting 
language developed by Microsoft. It is light version of the Visual Basic Programming 
Language. VBScript mimics the functionality of JavaScript. ft i also the default 
language for Active Server Pages that are commonly u ed to provide ervcr- idc 
facilities on Microsoft Internet Information erver web ervers. (Internet Reference, 
22/8/2004) 
One of the major drawback of YBScript is it is not multi platform, that i , it i n t 
support non-Internet Explorer browser. Although it enables web author l in Jude 
interactive controls like buttons and scrollbars, but this is only for a pure Mier ft 
environment. 
2.2.5.4 Server-side Scripting 
2.2.5.4.1 ASP.NET 
ASP.N _.T is a server side scripting technolog that mabl 'S script cmbcdd ·d in 
web pa cs to b • e ccutcd by ·111 Internet server. It is thi.; Int .st version f Mi ·r on' 










Compare with previous ASP 3.0, ASP.NET possesses better language support. 
Developers can author applications in any .NET compatible language, including Visual 
Basic .NET, C#, and JScript .N.., T. Also, the author can easily acces the entire .NET 
Framework, which includes the managed common language runtime environment, type 
safety, inheritance, and so on. [1] Additionally, ASP.NET features server controls that 
can separate the code from the content and allowing WYSIWYG edit the web pages. 
Similar with ASP, ASP.NET allow web authors to build their site dynamically. 
ASP.NET provides a large set of new programmable controls, XML based component, 
as well as better user authentication, with user account and roles. Also, it is able to 
increase the web application's performance by running a compiled code. 
However, ASP.NET is not fully compatible with ASP. Hence, mo t of the A P 
code may need some changes in order to run under ASP.N T. Anyway, it i po ible t 
run ASP application side by side on the same server as ASP.N T files can be recogniz d 
by their .aspx extension comparing .asp for ASP files. 
2.2.5.4.2 PHP 
PHP or Hypertext Preprocessor i one or the most popular server- ide cripting 
languages for creating dynamic web site . It was created by Ra mus rd rf in I 
PHP is open-source software, so it is free to download and us . It up 
database include MyS L, lnlormix, racle, 
DB . I HP can perform any task that any 
yba e, Solid, Postgre , and 
I program can do, but its strength lie in 
its compatibility with mt111 t pcs of' dotubnscs. AIHo, Pl IP ·un talk across networks 










PHP is platform independent. Therefore, its implementations exist for all major 
operating system such as UNIX, Linux and Windows. 
2.2.5.4.3 ColdFusion 
ColdFusion Markup Language (CFML) is a web page markup language that 
allows web developers to create web page with variable information (text or graphic) 
that is filled in dynamically in response to variables such as user input. ColdFusion uses 
a tag-based, server scripting language that is ideal for programming Web applications. 
Processed entirely on the server, the ColdFusion Markup Language (CFML) 
cleanly integrates with HTML for user interface and XML for data exchange. Both open 
and extendible, CFML supports more than 70 server-side tags, 200 function and 800 
third-party components making it the most productive language available for creating 
advanced Web applications. In addition, ColdFusion supports Java and , and fully 
integrates with object transaction rniddleware through M, C RBA, or J 
2.3.6 Authoring Tools 
2.3.6.1 Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003 
Microsoft: Visual tudio .N T is a complete set of development t ol ford kt 
application, mobile application, XML web ervices and also r r building A P W b 
application. evelopers are able to use Visual Studio .N T to build powerful Int rn t 
application quickly and effectively. 
Visual Studio .NbT is the only devel prnent environment built fr m the gr und 
up to enable inte iration throu ih XML W ·b s ·rvi · ·s. B ullowrng app!i ations to share 









from new and existing code, regardless of platform, programming language or object 
model. 
Visual Studio .NET enables developers to rapidly build a broad range of 
applications for Microsoft Windows, the Web, and device . With intuiti vi ual 
designers, high-performance data access tools, server-side visual designers, native 
support for the Microsoft .NET Compact Framework, and inherent support for XML 
Web services, Visual Studio .NET delivers improved reliability, security, and 
performance. 
Visual Studio .NET enables developers to address today's most pressing 
application development and deployment challenges, streamline business processes, and 
realize new business opportunities. The unified Yi ual Studio .N T integrated 
development environment (JOE) and a choice of programming languages-including 
Microsoft Visual Basic .NET, Microsoft Visual C++ .N T, Microsoft Visual # .N T, 
and Microsoft Visual J# .NET enable its user to build professional applications u ing 
their existing skills. 
2.3.6.2 Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 
Macrornedia Dreaweaver is a prole sional website development pr gram. lt u r 
friend interface enables users to keep their focus on the work pace a the web pag 
developers. Visually appealing and dynamic web sites an easil be r at d with ut 
sacrificing control over the source code. 
Dreamweaver MX is the most dynamic I !TM editor available ff the h If. 
With the help ol' this liTM L •dilor w t desi in •r 'On ·re lie powerful w .b ires that ha e 










database. Dreamweaver also provides the power features like adding components such 
as flash animated buttons, Mouse rollover scripts, Navigation bar with menu sand so on. 
2.3.6.3 Adobe Photoshop 
Adobe Photoshop is the most popular image-editing available for Macintosh and 
Windows-based computers. Tt is used as drawing, painting and designing purposes. 
Users can retouch an image, apply special effects, swap details between photos, 
introduce text and logos, adjust color balance, and even add color to a grayscale scan. 
All these functions are included under a set of user-friendly editing tools in Adobe 
Photoshop. It contains graphical icons to represent every functions of each button. 
Besides that, it also provides many shortcut keys that is easier and save time for users 
and for those who do not like to use mouse. 
2.3. 7 Database Management System 
Database Management System (DBMS), or more commonly known a databa: 
manager, is a program essential in enabling computer users to create and access data n 
a database. The DBMS ensures data integrity and security. 
A DBMS is usually a part of a database product. n P s, Mier 
popular example of a single or small group user BM . Micro oft' S L 
example of a DBM that serves databa e requests from multiple lien id 
MyS Lis the example or open source BMS. 
2.3. 7.1 Microsoft Access 
in c its introdu tion in I 92, Microsof! A 'CCSS hos t c .orne one r the m 










tools that even the most experienced database user can take advantage of whil offering 
the same level of simplicity as the other Office applications for first-time database users. 
Access version 2002 extends this versatility by giving developer and more experienced 
users new functionality, enabling them to access and analyze their important data as well 
as build powerful new database solutions. At the same time, Access now makes it easy 
for beginning users to discover and use more of the existing application. 
2.3.7.2 Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 is a relational database management, and analysis 
system for e-commerce, line-of-business, and data warehousing solutions. SQL Server 
2000, the latest version , includes support for XML and HTTP, performance and 
availability features to partition load and ensure uptime and advanced management and 
tuning functionality to automate routine tasks and lower total co t of ownership. 
SQL Server Enterprise Edition builds on the established strength and broad 
functionality of SQL Server, extending its already exten ive scalability, interoperabilit 
availability, and managebility. Enterprise Edition provides the means for building and 
deploying large-scale distributed appliations, making it the best platform for the large t 
and most mission-crucial support and can expand to use to 3 B or mem r . 
As the Internet, and Jntranets become more complex, and more hea ii 
trafficked, managing incoming, and outgoing information becomes even m re diff ult. 
By applying basic distributed computing, and client or server prin it le t thi n w 
frontier, companies can reduce the risk, and the cornpl ity of doing bu ine n the 
Internet. Integrating Mi rosolt 
rganization to: 










>- Build Active web sites, capturing the user's interest by publishing real-time 
information, and providing user interaction, and customization. 
>- Conduct business on the Internet, securely, and reliably. 
~ Develop corporate intranets, giving users new tool to access business 
information, without compromising security, and data integrity. 
2.3.7.3 MySQL 
The MySQL database server embodies an ingenious software architecture that 
maximises speed and customisability. Extensive reuse of pieces of cod within the 
software and an ambition to produce minimalistic but functionally rich featur have 
resulted in a database management system unmatched in speed, compactne , stability 
and ease of deployment. The unique separation of the core erver from the torage 
engine makes it possible to run MySQL under strict transaction control or with ultrafa t 
transactionless disk access, whichever is most appropriate for the situation. 
Today MySQL is the most popular open source database server in the world with 
more than 4 million installations powering websites, datawarehouses bu ines 
applications, logging systems and more. ustomers such a Yahoo! Finance, MP3. m 
Motorola, NA A, Silicon raphics, and Texa Instruments use the My L erv r in 
mission-critical applications. 
2.3.8 Data Access Technology 
Jn order to enable communication and access to variou database of as t m, a 
data access technology is r iquired. I lore, a few or the Microsoft ata access trat g and 










2.3.8.1 ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) 
ODBC is a standard database access method developed by Microsoft 
Corporation. The goal of ODBC is to make it possible to access any data from any 
application, regardless of which database management system (DBMS) is handling th 
data. ODBC manages this by inserting a middle layer, called a database driver, between 
an application and the DBMS. The purpose of this layer is to translate the application's 
data queries into commands that the DBMS understands. For this to work, both the 
application and the DBMS must be ODBC-compliant -- that is, the application must be 
capable of issuing ODBC commands and the DBMS must be capable of responding to 
them. Since version 2.0, the standard supports SAG SQL. 
2.3.8.2 OLE DB 
OLE DB Providers are the data access engines or s rvices, as w II as the 
business logic components that these applications can use in a highly interoperable, 
component-based environment. 
OLE DB is a set of interfaces that are designed to provide data access to all data 
regardless of type, format or location. Tt effectively "componentized" databa e and 
related data processing functionality, breaking it up into interoperable component that 
can run as middleware on the client or server across a wide variety of applicati n . Th 
OL DB architecture provides for component such as direct data accc int rfa 
query engines, cursor engines, optimizers, business rules and tran acu n manager . 
The concept or L ::- is to explode the database into its b sic part . 
delivers components, external to the database, that provide this t pical detabe 









are not directly linked to the database itself, can be shared across multiple applications, 
systems and data stores to provide a higher level, universaJ interface. 
2.3.8.3 ADO (Active Data Object) 
Active Data Object (ADO) is the Microsoft's newest high-level interface for data 
objects that most applications developers will use. 
ADO is designed to eventually replace Data Access Objects (L AO) and Remote 
Data Objects (!WO). Unlike RDO and DAO, which are designed only for accessing 
relational databases, ADO is more general and can be used to access all sorts of different 
types of data, including web pages, spreadsheets, and other types of documents. 
ADO provides consistent access to data for creating a front-end database client 
or middle-tier business object using an application, tool, language, or even an Internet 
browser. ADO is the single data interface for developers creating I t n-tier client/server 
and Web-based data-driven applications. 
2.3.8.4 ADO.NET 
When Microsoft began designing the .N T Framework, the company t k the 
opportunity to redesign the data-access model. Micro oft de igned A .N ~T ba ed on 
its experience with its succe sful AD object model. !\. .N T thr 
important needs that AD doesn't address: providing a disconnected data-a c 
which is crucial to the Web environment; providing tight integration with XM ; and 
providing seamless integration with the .N ;,T Framework. 
igure 2. 11 below shows the A . NET architecture. The Re rd ct bject, 
whi h performs so many lun lion in Al , is now missin •. In plu e or the I ccord et 


























Figure 2.11: ADO.NET Architecture 
2.4 Chapter Summary 
This chapter is generally concentrated describe the research which has be n 
carried before the system can be developed. In domain study, the definition of the key 
term in the project has been discovered. Also, four currently similar systems have been 
study to understand their pros and cons respectively. In technology r view part, all 
related technology have been reviewed in order to make the best decision when choo ing 









CHAPTER 3 : METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
Methodology is an organized, documented set of guidelines and procedure for 
one or more phases of the software life cycle, such a analysi or de ign (Int rnet 
Reference, 24/8/2004 ). It is a set of ordered tasks invoJving activities, constraints, 
deliverables and resources that produce and maintain most or a.II information systems 
and software. 
A methodology is a method used to develop software and maintain the oftware. 
It involves study of how to navigate through each phase of the software proc ss model 
and how to represent phase products including structure charts, stimulus-r pond thread , 
and state transition (Internet Reference, 25/8/2004). It is an algorithm that find a 
solution in the given environment of the multi-layered finite space consi ting of the 
analysis, design, implementation, and testing plane, starting with the root rcpre ented b 
the problem statement and ending with the goal represented by the system acceptance 
test. 
Jn the process of developing a full-fledged software system, it is crucial for u to 
have a specific methodology. This is important to en ure the oltware product d Ii er d 
on time, meet user requirements whilst errors and faults are a minimal a p ibl . 
3.2 Methodology Considcrntion 
3.2. I Importance of Good Methodology 
/\s stated above, it is essential to choose a good mcthodolog that suit the 
project in ord r to make oil the dcvclopm ·nt phases have leer beginning and nd at 










A good methodology is expected to offer the following benefits: 
• Provides a standards framework for the developers so that they are in the right 
track and develop the system consistently. 
• Provides better understanding ofthe system rcquir mcnt . 
• Able to identify any errors, inconsistencies and di crepancies during 
development. 
• Increase the system quality by forcing the developer to produce flexible sy terns 
and adequate documentation 
• Facilitate and enhance the planned process towards greater effectiveness, 
efficiency and reliability. 
• Facilitates planning and controlling of the project. 
3.2.2 Conclusion on Development Methodology 
Methodology used in the development or On-line Programming roup 
Network is Unified Process model, underlay of iterative-and-incremental life- cl 
model. The Unified Process (or Unified Software Development Proce ) wa develop d 
by the team that created Unified Model Language (UML). It adopts the object- rient 
concept. 
Unified Process is a methodology which based n idea f' it rati e-an - 
incremental. In Unified Process model, it is divided int four main pha : lnccpti n, 
--laboration onstruction and Transition. Within each phase, live ore w rkflow ar 
carried out in an it rutiv · manner. The live or workllows urc r .quir .mcnts ' r flow, 










Every step performed in the Unified Process falls into one of th five core 
workflows and also into one of the above-mentioned four phases or increments. 
However, the emphasis that given to each workflow change from one phase to another. 
The emphasis lies more on the capture, modeling and requirement anal i in the earlier 
phases. In the later phases, the emphasis would be concentrated more on 
implementation and testing. 
Inception : Elaboration : Construction: Transition 
phase I phase I phase I phase I I I 
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Figure 3.1: The core workflow and the phases of the Unified Procc. s. 
Below is the brief description of four main phases of Unified Proces : 
I. Inception Phase 
The aim or the inception pha e is to determine 
software product is economically viable. The main goal 
establish feasibility or the project, capture key requirement and identif th ritical 
rt ks or the project. 
I 11ri11g this ~ hasc, the main fr> us will be ·011 ·nlrut · 011 rcqurrernent and 










established. A small amount of design and implementation was done in order to 
carry out a proof-of-concept prototype to test the feasibility of constructing part of 
the software product. 
The major milestone for this phase is Li fo- ycle bjectives. This 
milestone is reached when the major stakeholders agree with th project scope and 
the business case justifies that the project development is worth to continue. At last, 
this phase will deliver a small subset of the requirements as working software. 
2. Elaboration Phase 
The aim of the elaboration phase is to refine the initial requirements, refine 
the architecture, monitor the risks and refine their priorities, refine the bu ines a c 
and produce the project management plan. In short, the major activities f thi pha e 
are refinements or elaborations of the previous phase. 
During this phase, system scope and requirements will be refined and 
analysis. A stable architecture is created and the architecture baseline is built. Al o 
the architecture baseline is tested in this phase. 
The major mile tone of this phase is Life- yclc Architectur . hi 
milestone is reached when most of the functional requirements for the new t m 
have been captured in the use case model and the project team ha an initial proj t 
that describes how the onstruction phase will proceed. 
3. onstruction Phase 
The aim ol'thc .onstruction phase is to produc . thc lir. l opcrati nal-qualit 










The other goals in Construction Phase include completing use-case 
identification, description and realization; finish analysis, design, implementation 
and test; maintain the integrity of the system architecture· and revis the Risk 
Assessment. The emphasis in this phase is on implementation and testing of y tern 
modules, subsystem integration and overall system product. 
The major milestone of this phase is Initial Operational Capability. It is 
reached when the product is ready for beta testing in the user environment. 
4. Transition Phase 
The aim of the transition phase is to ensure that the client's requirements 
have indeed been met. This phase is driven by feedback from the ite at which the 
b ta release has been installed. 
In this phase, the main activities will be focused on implementati n and 
testing. The project teams are going to correct faults in oftware product and modify 
the system to fix any previously unidentified risks or problems that have emerged 
late in the project. 
The major milestone or this phase is Product Release. it is reached wh n 
all beta testing, acceptance testing and detect repair are finished, and the produ t i 
released into the user community. 










3.2.3 J ustiflcatien of Methodology 
The Unified Process model was chosen for the following reasons: 
• Requirements Driven 
There are a lot of techniques have been used in Unified Proc ss in order to 
capture the user requirements. These include Us Case Modeling, Class 
Modeling, Sequence Modeling and so on and so forth. This for sure will help the 
developers more understand on what the users really need from the system, and 
therefore produce a system which can fulfill users' requirements as many as 
possible. 
• Iterative 
In each phase of Unified Process, all the workflows are performing iteratively. 
very iteration incorporates the test workflow and this allows the proc ss of 
checking all the artifacts developed up to this point. Thi provide th 
opportunity to search faults and correct them in the early stage of development. 
Positively the time of whole software development process can be shortened. 
• Incremental 
As every phase in Unified Process come to the end, normally a mall increment 
will be delivered. The stakeholders especially customers are able to u e and 
experience the proposed system from mall a pect at the earli r tagc f 
development. This allow them to determine what change needed to n ur that 
the future complete impl mcntati n meet their de ires. /\l the same tim , th risk 
of overall project failure Ct.111 be 11 itigaled since SOm' of' th S .rvices hos t cen 










• Component-based Architecture 
Jn Unified Process, system can be divided into smaller components, which is 
easier to understand and implement, as each component normally has when 
through design, implementation and testing stage before being integrated with 
each other. Besides, this also encourages component reusability and brings 
predictable result. 
3.2.4 Incorporation of Methodology in System Development 
Based on the chosen methodology, the development of Online Programming 
Group Network system is divided into four major phases. Each phase is required to 
achieve certain milestone before the next phase can be proceeded. 
During inception phase, system requirement elicitation will be the main focus. 
Several techniques such as current system review, interview, questionnaire and o on 
will be used to capture the functional and non-functional requirements of the y tern. 
The core scope and objective are established but subjected to be changed. A proof-of- 
concept prototype is delivered in order to show certain subset of system requirement. 
Jn elaboration phase, the initial objective, scope as well as system requirements 
are analyzed and refined. At the same time, the baseline of system architecture and th 
tools to construct system are determined. inally, all the functional requirement will 
presented in a use case model. 
When proceed lo con truction pha e, an operational version i g ing t b 
con. tructcd, Different ystem modules will be tested and int grated. Mil t n f 











Finally, in transition phase, the Online Programming Group Network 
system is insta1led and a fully test is performed. The system user may be invited to 
participate in the system testing and give the feed back. Any fault discovered here 
will be fix before the final product released. 
3.3 Reguirement Elicitation Techniques 
Requirements elicitation is an important step in building a complete and fault- 
free system. This process has equal significance with system design and implementation 
as it lays out the groundwork for the system. 
There are no particular for requirement elicitation technique as each system may 
require different methods. ln this project, five methods have been used to gather 
information and elicit requirements. The five main methods are Internet surfing, reading 
materials, observation of existing system, interview and questionnaire. 
• I nternet surfing 
Internet has been utilized for searching information concerning all topic 
germane to the proposed system. By using many farnou search ngine lik 
Google and Yahoo, different types of information such as online journal 
teaching materials, articles can be collected as the resource for literatur r i \ 
especially the review or technology issues. Beside , on-line tut rial regarding 
programming language can be also obtained through the Internet surfing. 









Reading materials like reference books, journals and some other printing 
materials had been read in order understand more on software methodologies as 
well as the technology issues related to the development of proposed system. 
Senior's theses which available in FSKTM thesis room ar also the main 
resource to identify the previous work had been done and the requirements of 
similar system. Some ideas had been used for the proposed system. 
• Observation of existing system 
The current system applied in FSKTM for programming study had been analysis 
to clarify the problem domain. Other existing system which similar to proposed 
system are also been analyzed. The common system functionalities are 
detennined via this analysis and is elaborated in Chapter 2. 
• Interview 
Several interviews had been performed in order to understand the real need f 
system user. The interviewees are selected from two groups of system u er , the 
professional programmer and unprofessional programmer. Informal interview 
had been performed to: 
• Dr. Phang Keat Keong (FSKTM lecturer) 
~ Mr. Chong Theng Hui (F KTM 3rd year student) 
• Ms. Lee Ai Yean (FSKTM 2nd year student) 
• uestionnai re 
uestionnaire had been performing on I 00 stud ents stud in P TM which fr m 










questionnaire because they are the main user of this system. The main purpose 
of this questionnaire is to elicit the functional requirements of purposed system. 
3.4 Conclusion on Tools and Technologies 
After reviewing and analyzing on a11 the tools and technologies available, the 
most appropriate tools and technologies to develop the system are chosen. 
3.4.1 System Arcbitectu re 
The Online Programming Group Network will be designed based on three-tier 
architecture in order to perform better functionality of the system. 
Advantages of three-tier architecture: 
• Processing is centralized in at the middle tier. 
• Al1ows for the parallel development of individual tiers by application pecialists. 
• Enhance security. 
• Provides flexibility of resource allocation. 
• Hide the complexity of deploying and supporting underlying services and network 
communications. 
3.4.2 Application Platform 
Windows XP Professional is selected as the system application platform du to 
several distinct advantages compared to other operating system and its abilit to upp rt 
all the tools and technologies that will be used in this project. 
Advantages or Windows XP: 










• Provides better integration of Windows 9x and Window NT that did in Windows 
2000 
• Achieve high performance by manages system resources efficiently, meeting the 
performance standard set by Windows 2000 and exceeding those et by Windows 98 
Second Edition. 
• Provide more stable and improve troubleshooting tools 
• Protect sensitive and confidential data both on user's computer and while user are 
transmitting over a network or the Internet. 
3.4.3 Web Server 
Microsoft Internet Information Server (llS) is chosen as the ystem web 
server as it is free and come along with Microsoft Windows XP Professional. It ha 
been proved as powerful and easier to set up and maintain compare to many UNIX- 
based server. 
Advantages oflIS: 
• Easy installation and uninstall on the existing hardware with graphical setup. 
• Support Microsoft ASP.N T technology and web based applicati n that a 
database 
• Windows-based Web authoring and development tool are supp rted. 
• Well integrated crver administration tools 










3.4.4 Programming Language 
ASP.NET is chosen as the core programming language to develop this system as 
it is the newest version of Microsoft's Active Server Pag (ASP) and a part of th 
new .NET Framework. 
Advantages of ASP .NET: 
• Fully compatible with other Microsoft's component. 
• World-Class Tool Support because ASP.NET framework is complemented by a rich 
toolbox and designer in the Visual Studio integrated development environment. 
• Simplicity. The ASP.NET page framework allows developers to build user interface 
that cleanly separate application logic from presentation code and to handle events in 
a simple, Visual Basic - like forms processing model. 
• Customizability and Extensibility. ASP.NET delivers a well-factored architecture 
that allows developers to "plug-in" their code at the appropriate level 
• Security. With built in Windows authentication and per-application configuration, 
you can be assured that your applications are secure. 
3.4.5 Authoring tool 
Mitrosoft Visual tudio .NET 2003, which provid a rapid appli ati n 
integrated development environment for programming with th .N ,;T -rarncwork i th 
main authoring tool to develop this system. 
Advantages or Microsoft Visual , tudio .N -''f 200 
• Rapid evelopmcnt for the server 1:1nd ata Tiers. The omponent csign r and 










logic components. Built-in ADO.NET and Visual Database Tools provide support 
for creation of professional data-driven software. 
• Reliability and Security. Built on the proven foundation of the .NET Framework, 
Visual Studio .NET 2003 employs a fine-grained security policy for us r-bas d, role- 
based, and code access security models. 
• Professional Software for Windows, the Web, and Devices. Visual Forms Designers 
expedite the creation of rich desktop applications for Windows, dynamic, broad- 
reach Web applications, and applications for a wide range of devic s. 
• Simplified Application Deployment and Maintenance. No Touch Deployment 
enables Windows-based applications to be distributed with the ease of Web 
applications, while side-by-side application deployment helps alleviate DLL 
versioning issues. Built-in support for Windows Installer technology provid s 
advanced options for creating Windows and Web deployment package . 
3.4.6 Database Management System 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 which is the most robust database for th windows 
family has been chosen for develop the system database as it is able to work well \I ith 
databases of any size. 
Advantages of Microsoft SQ Server 2000: 
• Support large-scale database 
• Rich XM support 
• Allow future cxpan ion 










• Automatic tuning and maintenance features simplify database administration 
3.4.7 Data Access Technology 
ADO.NET which designed specifically for the scalable and stat less web 
application is chosen as the data access technology. ADO.NET is an evolutionary 
improvement to ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) 
Advantages of ADO.NET: 
• Performs faster at the same tasks than its predecessor, ADO. 
• Optimized SQL Provider that is highly optimized for interaction with SQL Server. 
• XML support and integration. 
• Disconnect Access Model 
• Rich Object Model 
3.5 Chapter Summary 
This chapter mainly discusses the chosen methodology and the requirement 
elicitation techniques that been used throughout the project. First, a details explanation 
of chosen methodology Unified Process is given. Next, the rea on choosing and how 
the methodology incorporates with project development are described. inall , all th 










CHAPTER4: SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
4.1 Introduction 
System analysis can be defined as a systematic investigation of a real or planned 
system to determine the functions of the system and how they relate to each other. ln 
any system development, systems analysis is truly one of the most critical phases 
without any doubt. 
The main purpose of this phase is to determine clearly of all necessary 
requirements before proceeding into system design and implementation. In shorts, 
system analysis is the process of gathering and interpreting facts, diagnosing problems 
and risks, and then using the analyzed information to recommend the improvement of 
the system. 
4.2 Analysis of Literature Review 
Table 4. l below shows the summary of the current system features which 
explained in Chapter 2 as well as the functions which are going to be included in the 
proposed Online Programming Group Network. 
From the table, it shows that Member Login is the major function of many major 
programming web portals. Therefore, this function would certainly need to be included 
in the proposed system because the member login function can be used to keep track th 
member identity so that all their activities in the portal are under admini trator' ntr I. 
Also, once the member login function is included, normally u er allow up ating 
certain personal information like password and email. I Iowevcr, orne rucial 
information lik user I is not allowed to change. This is very important f r the 









Jn the proposed Online Programming Group Network, the member registration is 
not included under its functionality. It is because the target users of this system are 
FSKTM members where their personal information is already available in the FSKTM 
database. Therefore, all FSKTM members suppose should able to login to the system 
without any registration. If any non FSKTM member wishes to join to the system, he is 
needed to contact the administrator before he can be added to the system. 
The other major functions of a programming portal are useful link access, forum, 
file uploading/downloading and search engine. They are included in the proposed 
system in order to meet the system objectives and user's functional requirements. Also, 
the chat room function is added in the proposed system to encourage interactivity among 
FSKTM members. 
Table 4. I: Summary of current system Ieatur 
Free The Code Lowyat.net CodeGuru Online 
Programming Project Programming 
and Free Group 
Webmaster Network 
Resources 
New Members x ..J ..J ..J x 
Registration 
Member Login x ..J ..J '1 '1 
Personal Info x ..J '1 '1 -J 
Update 
Discussion ..J ..J ..J ..J '1 
Forum 
Access/Link to ..J ..J x -J ..J 
other useful (very very F u n 
websites I imitcd) Iinutcd rnaj r 
Ian •uage 









File x .y .y .y .y 
U pJoad/Down Jo 
ad 
Chat Room x x x x .y 
4.3 Analysis of Survey Conducted 
4.3.l Questionnaire Results Analysis 
After the questionnaire is done, the result of questionnaire were analyzed and 
summarized in order to understand user's expectation and needs so that a better system 
can be developed. The results are shown in charts form to give a better view and direct 
companson. 
A total of 100 questionnaires have been made to students in FSKTM who com 
from different study year. Results are shown as below: 
Do you find programming very hard to learn? 
o Yes] 
• No 
Figure 4. I: o you find programming very hard to learn? 
• Figure above shows majority of' students foci programming is very hard t learn. 
So, it shows the needs or developing some sort or system to help tud nt t d al 














c: 60 - 0 e 50 




Problems of Studying Programming Courses 
25 
Don't Lecture hour Lab hour too Hard to get 
understand too short short help from 
Others 
certain topic lecturer 
• The bar chart shows that the main problem of FSKTM students in studying 
Problems 
Figure 4.2: Problems of studying programming course 
programming courses is do not understand certain chapter or topic. ide , 
some students also feel hard to find lecturer if they face any programming 
problem. 
Main Source of Finding Solutions 
17% 
o Search through the 
Internet 
o Post question in 
discussion forum 
• Refer books 
o Ask lecturer 
• Discuss with friends 
32% 
17% 









• The main source of students to find out the programming solutions is discussing 
with friends. Besides, refer books and other printing materials are another 
resources to get the answers. However, all suggested sources share a quite equal 
percentage among the students' choices. 
45% 
55% 
Do you easily get related programming 
infonnation from the Internet? 
Figure 4.4: Do you easily get related programming information from the Internet? 
• Although more than half of students can find their information easily but there i 
still 45% feel the Internet is not a very convenient way to get the olutions. Thi 

















Figure 4.5: Have you join any programming discussion group/forum? 
• Not many FSKTM students join online discussion forum which focus on 
discussing programming problems. Some forum which participated by 
respondents include vbforum, csharpfriends, webdevelopers and so on. 
3% 
Will you join actively In programming group 
network/forum which develop special for FSKTM? 
oYes 
47% 
o Depends on 
functions it provdes 
•No 
10% 
Figure 4.6: Will you join actively in programming group nctwork/f rum 










• Most of the students will consider joining the discussion forum which develop 
special for FSKTM. Only very few respondents are totaJly not interested in this 
network. 








o Search Engine 
0 
•File uploading I 
Functions 
downloading 
Functions to be included in this portal 
Figure 4.7: Functions to be included in this portal 
• The main functions which respondents think is necessary to be included in thi 
web portal are Jinks to notes and tutorial, file uploading/downloading and 











Do you think link to course homepage is 
necessary to be included in this portal? 
5% 
95% 
Figure 4.8: Do you think link to course homepage is necessary to b 
included in this portal? 
• Almost all students wish the links to course homepage to be included in thi web 
portal. 
4.3.2 Summary of Interview 
Several informal interviews had been made to three FSKTM members in order to 
understand more on the user's needs and expectation. Their ideas and opinion had 
become a very good reference in order to makes the system better. The three 
interviewees are: 
• Dr. Phang Keat Keong (FSKTM lecturer) 
• Mr. hong Theng I lui ( ~SKTM 3rd year student) 
• Ms. Lee /\i Yean (I· KTM 2nd year student) 










• Generally, lecture and lab hour are not enough for students to fully understand all 
topic. 
• Normally, lecturer has not enough time to handle all the students because too many 
students are finding lecturer at the same time. 
• Collection of links, forum will be very useful to students. 
• It is better to include file upload and download function in the system. 
• Tutors should also involve in using of this system and they can play an active role in 
the chat room. 
• Current course homepage have limited functions. 
• The course discussion board is only joined by students who take the particular course 
only. 
• ·Many source codes should be able to share in the portal so that student can learn 
from each other. 
• It is better to have a discussion forum which is special for all FSKTM member o 
that the topic discussed is close to students' problems. 
4.3.3 Conclusion on Analysis of Survey Conducted 
Based on the analysis of the questionnaire and interview above, it can b 
concluded that the proposed system should: 
• Specific for the use of F KTM members include lecturer, tutor and student . 
• Available 24 hours for users to access at anytime. 
• Provide discussion forum or chat room for students to . hare their programming 










• Provide the links to useful websites, online tutorial, exercise and so on for students 
to find similar programming solution. 
• Able the user to upload and share their ideas and source code. 
• Include links to course homepage. 
4.4 Requirement Analysis 
After all the information has gathered, it is important to analyze and organize 
them in a proper manner before the software development proceeds to design and 
implementation phase. In this part, all the system functional and non-functional 
requirements as well as software and hardware requirements are listed. 
4.4.1 Functional Requirements 
The functional requirements for a system are statements of services where the 
system is expected to provide. A functional requirement specifies what the system mu t 
be able to do, it terms that are meaningful to its u ers. It also states what the y tern 
should provide and how system should react to the particular situation. 
4.4.1. l List of Functional Requirements 
After careful identification and analysis of the information gathered, the 
functional requirements of the proposed system are listed as below according to different 
needs of system administrator and system users. 
System Administrator: 
• Manage collection or useful website links and organize th m ace rding t 
different categories. 
• Manage and update user's information in the database. 









• Determine which submitted file or article to be uploaded to the system. 
System User: 
• Only allow updating their certain personal information, not include the 
user ID. 
• Create or join existing forum by posting message in the forum. 
• Join chat room. 
• Submit file or article to administrator. 
• Download file which available in the portal. 
• Access links to useful website. 
• Search information through the provided search engine. 
4.4.1.2 Use Case Diagram 
Use case diagram is central to modelling the behaviour of a system, a subsy tern 
or a class by showing a set of use cases and actors and their relationships. They are 
applied to model the use case view of a system. 
Use case diagrams are important for visualizing, specifying, and documenting 
the behaviour of an element. They make systems, subsystems, and classes approachable 
and understandable by presenting an outside view of how those elements may be u ed in 
context. Besides, they are crucial for testing executable systems thr ugh forwar 
engineering and comprehending executable systems through reverse engineering. 
Table 4.2 shows some of the use case diagram notati n and Figur 4. is th u e 
case diagram which shows the functional requirements of the propo ed s tern, nline 










Table 4.2: Use case diagram notation 
I Elements I Relationships Notation Description r 
f Use case A sequence of actions that an actor 
Use case's name performs within a system to I 
achieve a particular goal. 
Actor A A role that a human (user), a hardware device, or even another 
system plays with a system 
System Boundary Indicates the scop of the system 
System where anything within the ox 
represents functionality that is in 
scope and anything outside the bo 
is not 
Association Lines connecting use cases and 
actors, with an optional arrowhead 
on one end of the line 
Include «Include>> Indicates that one use ca e alwa -------------7 













Lecturer I Tutor 
On-Line Programming Group Network 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' «include» 
Manage Forum 
' ' ' 
Manage Upload - _ ',, 
- - <<Include>> -- --- -- 
, , , , , , , ,, 
/ , , ,, , , ,, , 
/ 
Student 










Description for Use Case Diagram of On-line Programming Group Network: 




An ADMINISTRATOR needs to log-in before performing any 
management activities. A USER needs to log-in before performing 
certain activities such as update account, join forum and chat room and 
also upload/download files. 
Actor/s: ADMINISTRATOR, USER 
Pre-condition: A registered system administrator or user. 
Main-flow of events: 
1. The ADMINISTRATOR/USER enters his/her user ID and 
password in the ID and password textbox on the homepage. 
2. The ADMINISTRATOR/USER clicks the OK button. 
3. The system validates the log-in information against the ACCOUNT 
table in the database. 
4. ADMfNISTRATOR/US R is an authorised user; the system 
displays the Personal Home Page to th 
ADMINISTRATOR/US R. 
Post-condition: The ADMlNlSTRATOR/US R has been authorized to 
perform their activities. 
Alternative flow: 
1. The ADMfNISTRATOR/US--R enters his/her u er I and 
password in the ID and password tcxtbox on the homepage. 
2. The ADMINISTRATOR/US R clicks the K button. 
3. The system validates the log-in information again t the A 
table in the database. 
4. J\DMINISTRAT RIUS _,R is not an authori ed u er· the 
displays the Invalid I II ass word Pa t th A M INJ TRAT RI 
us 1R. 










Manage Links An ADMINISTRATOR can add/remove useful websites links in the 
database according to different categories. 
Actor/s: ADMTNlSTRATOR 
Pre-condition: Administrator has logged-in. 
Main flow of events: 
1. ADMINlSTRA TOR clicks Manage Links button. 
2. System displays the list of all links. 
3. ADMTNJSTRA TOR clicks Add button. 
4. ADMINISTRATOR enters all information about links and clicks 
OK. 
5. System adds the link in the list and saves inside the database, then 
updates the LINK table in the database. 
Post-condition: UNK table in the database has been updated. 
Alternative flow: 
1. AD.MINJSTRATOR clicks Manage Links button. 
2. System displays the list of all links. 
3. ADMJNlSTRATOR ticks the check box beside the link that he/she 
wishes to delete and click Delete. 
4. System delete the link from the list, then updates the LINK table in 
the database. 
Post-condition: LINK table in the database has been updated. 
perform their activities. ----] 
Manage An ADM[NJSTRAT R can update user account inf rrnation and 
Account add/remove system user from the database. 
Actor/s: ADMINI TRAT R 
Pre-condition: Administrator has logged-in. 
Main flow of events: 
I. /\DMINI TRAT R clicks Manage Account butt n. 
2. System displays the list or all users. 
/\ MIN I STR AT I clicks Add button. 










Manage Forum An ADMINISTRATOR can manage forum by remove any improper 
message posted in the forum. 
Actor/s: ADMINfSTRATOR 
Pre-condition: Administrator has logged-in. 
Main flow of events: 
1. ADMINISTRATOR clicks Manage Forum button. 
2. System displays the list of all forum title. 
3. ADMINISTRATOR clicks the forum title that he/she wi h to 
update. 
4. System displays the list of messages under the select d forum titl . 
5. ADMINI TRAT R ticks the check box beside the message that 
he/she wishes to delete and click Delete. 
6. System delete the message from the list, then update the RUM 
table in the database. 
-1 OK. 
5. System adds the user in the list and saves inside the database, then 
updates the ACCOUNT table in the database. 
Post-condition: ACCOUNT table in the database has been updated. 
Alternative flow: 
l. ADMINlSTRATOR clicks Manage Account button. 
2. System displays the I ist of all users. 
3. ADMINISTRATOR ticks the check box beside the user that he/she 
wishes to delete and click Delete. 
4. System delete the user from the list, then updates the ACCOUNT 
table in the database. 





Actor/s: A MIN I 'TR/\T R 












Main flow of events: 
1. ADMINISTRATOR clicks Manage Upload button. 
2. System displays list of all submitted files and list of all uploaded 
A USER can create or join forum and post me sage in the forum. 
Actor/s: USER 
Pre-condition: US _,R has logged-in. 
Main flow of events: 
I. US ,R clicks Porum button on the Homepage. 
2. System display the -orum web page. 
3. U ER selects the forum title he/she wish to join. 
4. ystcm dis1 lays all po tcd messages or the forum. 
5. 'licks Reply button. 
files. 
3. ADMINISTRATOR ticks the check box beside the submitted file 
that he/she wishes to upload and click Upload. 
4. System move the file from the submitted list to uploaded list, then 
updates the FILE SUBMIT and FILE UPLOAD table in the 
database. 
Post-condition: FfLE SUBMIT and FILE UPLOAD table in the 
database has been updated. 
A USER can update certain personal information in his/her account. 
Actor/s: USER 
Pre-condition: USER has logged-in. 
Main flow of events: 
1. USER cJicks the My Account button on the Homepage. 
2. System displays US R's account information on the page. 
3. USER enters all the information which he/she wishes to update and 
clicks Update. 
4. The system updates the ACCOUNT table in the database. 












I 6. USER enters his/her message and clicks Post. 
7. System adds the message in the forum and saves inside the 
database, then updates the FORUM table in the database. 
Post-condition: FORUM table in the database has been updated. 
Alternative flow: 
1. USER clicks Forum button on the Homepage. 
2. System displays the Forum web page. 
3. USER clicks New Thread button. 
4. USER enters his/her message and clicks Post. 
5. System adds the message in the new forum and saves inside the 
database, then updates the FORUM table in the database. 
Post-condition: FORUM table in the database has been updated. 
Join Chat 
Upload File A USER can submit file to the system and hare among the u er . 
Actor/s: US R 
Room 
A USER can join and chat in the chat room. 
Actor/s: USER 
Pre-condition: USER has logged-in. 
Main flow of events: 
1. US R clicks Chat button at the Homepage. 
2. System displays Chat Room page. 
3. USER clicks Join button. 
4. System adds the US R into the chat room. 
5. USER can chat with other members in the chat room. 
Post-condition: US R can chat with other members in the chat r om. 
Pre-condition: U .. R has logged-in. 
Main flow of events: 
I. U RR clicks the Article bull n at the Homepage. 
2. ystcm displays the article page with list of article. 
3. SER clicks Submit Article button. 
4. ystcm display tho submit arti .lc wizard . 









Access Links A USER can access to other useful websites which list down by the 
system. 
Actor/s: USER 
Pre-condition: USER has accessed to system Homepage. 
Main flow of events: 
1. USER clicks one of the Programming Languages Hyp rlink in the 
Homepage. 
2. System displays the list of websites under the category of s I cted 
language. 
3. US R clicks on the title of the website which he/she wi sh to i it. 
4. System displays the homepage of selected websit in a n w 
Window. 
Post-condition: Homepage ot selected website displayed in new 
Window. 
ear 'h A U bR can search the infonnatiun by using syst irn scar .h mginc. 
I 6. System save the file in the database, then update the FILE SUBMIT I 
table in the database. 
Post-condition: FlLE SUBMIT table in the database has been updated. 
Download File A USER can download file (source code) which shared by other users. 
Actor/s: USER 
Pre-condition: USER has logged-in. 
Main flow of events: 
1. USER clicks the Article button at the Homepage. 
2. System displays the article page and list of article. 
3. USER clicks the article he/she wishes to review. 
4. System displays the selected article on the page. 
5. USER clicks the file's title which able to be downloaded. 
6. USER enters the saved location on the Download mes age box and 
clicks OK. 
7. The system sends the file and saves at targeted location. 











Pre-condition: USER has accessed to system Homepage. 
Main flow of events: 
1 . USER clicks Search button on the homepage. 
2. System displays Search page. 
3. USER enters the keywords that he/she wish to search on the search 
textbox in Homepage. 
4-. USER select in the radio box either performing a search in the 
website or search through the World Wide Web. 
5. USER clicks the Search button . 
. 6_ System displays the matching search results on the page. 
Post-condition: Searching result displayed on the page. 
4.4.2 Non-functional Requirements 
Non-Functional requirements are requirements which are not directly concerned 
with the specific functions delivered by the system. They may relate to emergent system 
properties such as reliability, response time and security. 
Many non-functional requirements relate to the system as a whole rather than to 
individual system features. While failure to meet an individual functional requirem nt 
may degrade the system, failure to meet a non-functional requirement may make th 
whole system unstable. 
Below are the descriptions of non-functional requirement of the ystem: 
• Reliability 
The system should reliable in performing its functions and operation with ut d la 










database should able to run 24 hours as this is one of the crucial requirements for an 
online application. 
• Security 
Information in the database should only be viewed, created or modified by system 
administrator and the rightful user. Any system user should only allow viewing and 
updating their own personal information. This can be achieved by using user ID and 
password authentication manner. 
• User friendly 
User interfaces should be user friendly to make user easy to learn and master in 
using any of the system functions. 
• Multi-user environment 
As this is a web-based application, it is possible that more than one person are using 
the system at the same time. Hence, the proposed system should able to handle the 
situation where many users request system resource simultaneously. 
• Maintainability and expandability 
The system modules should be easy to manage. In the future, any new requirement 
or function should be easy to adapt in the existing system. 
4.4.3 Hardware and Software Requirements 
Hardware and software requirements for both system development and runtim 










Table 4.4: Hardware and software requirements 
r 
. . .. --·--T Development Run Time 
Hardware • Pentium IV 1.6 Gigabyte • 233 MHz Pentium I higher 
Requirements • Random Access Memory : 
microprocessor I or 
256MB equivalent 
• Hard disk : 20GB • Random Access Memory : 
• Others standard computer 64 MB and above (l28MB 
peripherals recommended) 
• Hard disk: 2.5 GB and 
above 
• Others standard computer 
peripherals 
Software • Windows XP Professional • Windows 2000 server 
Requirements • Internet Explorer 6.0 
(Windows XP is 
• Internet Information Server recommended) 
5.0 with .NET framework • Any web browser (Jntemet 
• Microsoft SQL server 2000 Explorer 5 .5 is 
• ADO.NET recommended) 
• Microsoft Visual Studio .net 
2003 
4.5 Chapter Summary 
This chapter discusses about the evaluation of the requirement analysis, where 
analysis of literature review and analysis survey conducted are performed. Next, the 
functional requirements which describe the functionality and the services that the system 
provides are presented in Use Case Diagram. Later, the nonfunctional requirem nt 
which affect the overall quality of the system are given. The summary f hardware and 










CHAPTER 5 SYSTEM DESIGN 
5.1 Introduction 
System design defined as those tasks that focus on the specification of a detailed 
computer-based solution. It is applied regardless of what kind of development model or 
standard is being used. Shortly, system design is a process to convert the conceptual 
ideas from requirement specification in system analysis into more technical specification. 
If system analysis emphasized on understanding the problems, systems design focuses 
on the technical and implementation concerns of the system. 
System design is equally important compared to system analysis and need to be 
carried out carefully since the design phase will affect the subsequent stage - system 
implementation. Any mistakes in the system design may result in catastrophic results, 
which may only be unveiled when the product reaches the customer. Hence, it must not 
be taken lightly. 
In this chapter, the following categories will be discussed: 
• System architecture 
• Data design 
• Process design 
• Input design 










5.2 System Architecture 
System architecture from a software view, addresses the description of the 
structural aspects of a software system. It i a framew rk that de crib h w 
components interact and work together to achieve total ystem goals. 
For this project, generally, there are two kinds of cli nt erv r architecture to 
choose from: two-tier and three-tier. The choice should be made based on the scope and 
complexity of a project, the time available, and also the e peeled enhancement of the 
system. Table 5.1 shows the advantages and disadvantages of two-tier and three-tier 
architecture. 





• ow to medium cost. 
• lean, modular design 
• Les network traffic 
• Secure algorithms 
• Must design/implement 
protocol 
• Mu t d ign/impl m nt 
reliabl data torage 
• lient node require mor 
computing power 





• an separate UI, logic, and 
t rage 
• Reliable, replicable data 
• Thin clients are easier to 
configure and maintain 
• 1rficient dara acce s 
• Ma imum flexibility 
• M re d wn ti m in 
large h t t m 
• bj t-r .loti n I 
mapping 1 di Ii ult 




















Figure 5.1 Three-tier client-server architecture 
Referring to Figure 5.1, the presentation logic in the first tier means any browser 
that the system administrator or user will use to access the web server. The interface for 
the system has been identified as a web interface which will be written using ASP.NET. 
This makes it independent of any web browser which will be used to view the data. 
User can access to the system anytime and anywhere as long as he/she ha the Internet 
connection, and use a browser to access to the ystem homepage. 
The web server of resides in the middle tier. he web server for the y tern i 
Internet Information crvcr 5.0 that provide functional module to procc data. It 
processes user's request from the client tier and then return the result to the brow er in 
HTML form. The web server is linked to the database server. Any data r qu st will b 
authenticated to verify its validity. 
The third tier is the database server, which is resp n ibl nd 
management. Jn this system, Microsoft S L crver 2000 i sen a th ds tab 
erver that maintains the data repository or the system. Ea h qu ·r r .qu . t ed fr rn th 
web serv r will be authenticated before tho result passing ba k to the webs •r ir, 
The proposed system implements the three-tier licnt/server ar hit ture be au e 










tier of the system. The separation of the application functions from the database 
functions makes it easier to implement load balancing. 
5.3 Database Design 
5.3.1 Entity Relationship Diagram 
Entity Relationship Diagram or ERO is one of the common notations used for 
data modeling. Data modeling is a technique for organizing and documenting a 
system's data. Data modeling is sometimes called database modeling because a data 
model is usually implemented as a database. ERO depicts data in terms of entities and 
relationships described by the data. 
A relationship actually is a natural business association that exists between one 
or more entities. In this system, the relationship represents event that links the entitie or 
merely a logical affinity that exists between the cntitic . All relation hip arc impli itl 
bi-directional, meaning they can be interpreted in both directions. 
Figure 5.2 shows the system's entity relationship diagram. There are ft e ntitie 
in the system: 
• Account 
Contain all the per onal information of system admini trator and u er . Th r are 
two type or user: system administrator and other ystem u er. 
is allowed to manage the links and upload the file submitt d b s st im u r. thcr 











Contain the forum's name and ID as well as information of all the messages which 
posted under the same forum title. 
• File Upload 
Contain information about files which have been approved by administrator and 
upload to the system. 
• File Submit 
Contain information about files which have submitted by users. 
• Link 
Contain information of useful website's link such as link 10, w bsite's name and 
introduction of the website. 
Account 
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5.3.2 Data Dictionary 
Data dictionary or metadata can be defined a description f the databa e 
structure and contents where it defines the field, field type and description of each tab! . 
A data dictionary is a repository of elements in a system. It is developed to let system 
analysts and programmers keep track of data definition used in the system. 
Below is the data dictionary of Online Programming Group Network: 
* : primary key 
# : foreign key 
~ Account 
Table 5.2: Table of Account 
I Field Name - I Data Tvne I Length Descrintion 1 
*User id # nvarchar 10 Unique id for different type of user 
User password nvarchar 20 User's password 
User name nvarchar 25 User's name 
User_type nvarchar 10 User type that i either admini trat r or 
other user like lecturer and student 
User status nvarchar JO User's status that is either active r bl k 
from using of this svstem 
User email nvarchar 20 User's email address 
>- Forum 




M ssu ie id 
Data TY. )C Len zth 




nvur .hu 0 
niqu · ode 1 meratc for each message 
undc th , umc fo um 
I ul . or rncssa 'C is posted. 










User id # 
I database 1 
nvarchar l 10 l ro of user who post the messaae 1 
~ File Upload 
Table 5.4: Table of File Upload 
Field Name Data Type Lenzth Description 
*UFile id nvarchar 10 Unique code generate for each file upload 
UFile name nvarchar 25 Uploaded file's name 
UFile date datetime 8 Date of file is uploaded 
UFile_path nvarchar 50 Location of uploaded file i saved in ide 
the database 
User id # nvarchar 10 ID of user who submit the file 
~ File Submit 
Table 5.5 Table of File ubrnit 
- 
Field Name Data Type Lcnzth Dcscriptlon 
*SFile id nvarchar 10 Unique code generate for each file 
submitted 
SFile name nvarchar 25 Submitted file's name 
Sf'ile date datetime 8 Date of tile is submitted 
SFile_path nvarchar 50 Location of submitted file is sa ed in .ide 
the database 
User id # nvarchar 10 ID of user who submit the file 
).- Link 
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Link 
I ricf introduction or the Wt; ·ite -----1 
Link's cat gory 










System process design is based on the system requirements stated in Chapter 4. It 
translates the system requirement into system functionality and explains how the system 
modules interact with one another. 
5.4.1 Activity Diagram 
An activity diagram describes the dynamic aspects of a system. It is essentially a 
flowchart, showing flow of control from activity to activity. It involves modelling the 
sequential steps in a computational process and modelling the flow of an object as it 
moves from state to state at different points in the tlow of control. 
Activity diagrams allow the readers to see the system's execution, and how it 
changes direction based upon different conditions and timuli. In this part, activity 
diagram is used to model the workflows of use cases which identify in hapter 4. 
Table below shows some of the notation of activity diagram: 
Table 5.7: Activity diagram notation 
Symbol 
-- -------- Description 
Elements/ Action 
Activity/action State C) Indicates that an object perform n an ongoing activity or action. 
Initial State 
Indicates tart of the flow of control. 
Indicates end of th flow of control. 
Tran ition 
Forking and J irung 
cd to show the path from 
a tivity state to the ne ta ti n r ti it 
fork i a splitting fa fl w f c ntrol int 
or more flows r .ontrol whil .join i a 
s nchronization of two or more n v 










Below are the activities diagrams of Online Programming Group Network: 
Log-in 
Administrator/User 
Enter UserlD and Password 
System 
[unverifiod) 
Verify UserlD and Password - - - ~._ __ :A_c_c_ou_n_\ _ _i 
Display personal web page 
Figure 5.3: Activity iagrarn of "Log-in" 











Enter link's lnformatilon 
Click Ok 
Click Manage Links 
Request link information - - - -1 ~ 
Display list of links 
Tick link's checkbox 
Click D late 











Click Manage Account 
System 
Request account Information - - - ~,_ __ ·A_cc_ou_n_t_.-J 
Display account Information 
Tick user's checkbox 
Click Delete 












Click Manage Forum 
System 
Update Forum table - - ?;>!.___:_Fo_ru_m _ ...J] 
Request forum information 
Display list of forums 
Display list of messages 
Tick message's checkbox 













Click Manago Upload 
Roque$! upload filo Information 
\ 
\ 
I " , "' ,,,,.. I 
Request submit fil Information 
\ 
\ 
I ,,: •. 0mn I 
Display llst of uploaded Ille and subm tted Ille 
Tick submitted fllo's chockbox 
Updato File Upload table Update Fila Submit tabl 












Click My Account 
System 
Request Account Information - - -1'-_·A-cco_un_t_....J 
Display personal account Information 
Change personal information 












Reque t forum Information - - - ~'- -·f-oru_m __ 
Display all forum Information 
Click New Thread 
Display all posted messages 
>---~· 
Enter message to be po ted 









Join Chat Room 
User System 
Display Chat Room page 
Add user to chat room 












Request file Information - - - -~ ;File Upload 
Display article page with list of article 
Click Submit Article 
Display Submit \Nizard 
Follow wizard's steps to upload file 












Request file information - - - -1 ·File Upload 
Display article page with list of article 
Click article's title 
Select location to be saved 
Save file to user's computer 











Click any programming language 
Request link information - - - :1 ~ 
Display related links information 
Selected link to access 
Display the selected webpage 












Display Search page 
En\ r k y word to b s arch 
Ciiek S rch Button 
I' igur . I : A Ii it gr m r·· 
5.5 Input I) ·sign 
Input de ign de ribe the rn .th d r ' a f r u r I input rtain kinds of data 
tc the s ·t im, In nlinc I r rk, the main u r inputs are post 
Ill I upl J!I I urtr ·I·. 'J h j '.'I ins r r th ·el\ input are described below 









• Forum Message Posting 
The login us rs are allowed to po t m age in any forum topic available. Besides, 
th y are al allowed to r at nex f rum t pie. The input de ign for m s age 
po ting is imilar to any th r major forum on the Internet. There are thr e text 
boxes (shown in Figur . 15 pr vid d hich for u er to ent r the me sage title 
message and u er name. The me age title and u er narn i auto generated if 
user is reply in e isting f rum. However, the can al hange th w rd if th 
want. 
Tn 
Ohd lu " ••iat<wl 















• Article Uploading 
In order to b tt r control th content of articles in this portal, system users are not 
t m. T upload an of articl , 
u er arc required t fir t ubmit th ir article include an ource code or fil to 
y tern adrnini trator. The arti le will a ailabl in the portal on! after tern 
admini trator approved and up! ad to the tern. 
To easy the proces for ystem u rt ubmit their article and file a ubrnit izard i 
d signed. r ju t n ed t f II w the tep p rf rm b th ' izar then th ir n 
be a ily submitted. 
The main teps of th wizard in lud 
o Fill in the articl d tail 
o Upl ad article HTM f rm 
o plead lilc/. ur c d 
o Article detail. pr iew 
5.6 User Interface Desi n 
U er interlace i do rwa f r m u r t ' t int 
application. 'I he u er intcrla · ' 'thin 
with it. 
n int rface (text 
er, the graphical 
it Jr with human being who u cit and t an 
ornrnonl , th ire arc t' o t 
ba cd) and rnenu-driv in int rla c 1rnph1 ul u .r tnt r a 
us 'r intcrfa c dcsi 111 is nc w l · · rn · th' mu r 1111 ·rfo 
bee IUS' or it i.· mu '" 11101 . "· ., Ii I ·11 ll and ·as I u: ·. 










Good user interface de ign i crucial for an of software de elopment a it 
stand a the repr .ntati e of the "tern. Table 5.8 li t down ome of the principle of 
U er Interface e ign, 
abl 5.8: Prin iple f U er Int rface rgn 
Principle Description 
User familiarit 
from the experience 
the tern. 
m l u c r 
nt in th l "her' 'r 
a tivat ed in th nm' \i ay, 
r l ' tcm. th. Minimal 
Recoverability 
rcco er fr m error .. 
U er guidanc 
r Us ·r di ·rsit 
111 u r. 
Th· r Int rta r 11li1 c t' rk i designed 
pically the user 
a he ame time 
r up 
a ordin • to w 'b I H 1' st I' as rt rs an 











enable other system user to na igate through' eb pages and make functionality r quest 
on it. User interface can be en a a tran par nt la r b tween the users, administrator 
and the back end it elf s tern. 
Figure . I nline h \ f th ' b component d plo m th 
Programming ir up N tw rk Th other figure b low hov om f th 
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5.7 Chapter Summary 
Thi chapt r pre ent th stem architecture database d sign proc ss design 
and interfa d izn. Th thr -ti r stem architecture was chosen as the s stem 
ar trite tur . In databa d ign entit r lation hip diagram was used to explain the 
databa e de ign. Th data dictionary that acts a the description of the database structure 
and ontent i gi n. roe d ign explains the process in nlin Programming 
roup Network ' h re acti it diagram ' a u ed to graphical! characterize data 
process and flow in the y t m. La ti everal pag of propo d int rface d ign ' r 










CHAPTER 6 SYSTEM IPLEMENTATION 
6.1 Introduction 
y t m imp! mentation pha e is where the design of the software transforms into 
a. real and ' orkabl pr du t. That i impl m ntation in ol ed the translation of the 
y tem r quirern nt and design p cification into a computer understandable program 
od . 
Imp! m ntation h uld b carri d out by following th s stem design rigorously 
a th de ign ' a arri d out from thorough r arch and literature re ie , n t 
lorg tting the goal , bje tiv at th arne time taking int 
such as the targeted user and tern perating n ir nm nt. 
11 wever during the a tual imp! mentati n f the t m it i r di tabl that 
c rtain part 
design pha e, it i 
the sy I rn. Furth 
tern d ign ar r und to be un uital I . ln itabl urine th' 
g t ver- nthu ia ti and erl me imp r 
it is what ' ill ha 'n Iurm 1 th· a tun! 
implementation r th tern. 
Hence, crtain attribut 
from the original plan. An h 
violate th pr -det rmin d 
rcquirem nt . Al o it i h p th I ll 
r th I m ma ha ' t l ' im I nn ·nt I itlcr ntl 1 
II l it i imp rtant t mak 
th' • m tim foll!IL tm 











6.2 Development Environment 
The initial rage of t m implementation involves the setting up of 
dev lopment nvironm nt. The d elopment en ironment depicted here are the settings, 
and reliable d lopment n ironment i very important to the s st m implementation as 
it i one of th k factor of th uccess ofth project. 
6.2.1 Hardware Configuration 
The hardware p cification utilized f r th ntir implementation pha e are a 
de cribed below. It' a f und to b uitable an ati fa t ry f r the eruir peri d f th 
development stage. 
Table . I: Hardwar n f r th tern im I m ntati n 
ategories Description 
m nitor I ' I r rnonit 
r 
RAM apacit 
Hard-di k capacity 
V A card NVI 
6.2.2. oftwar onfigurnfion 










Table 6.2: Software specification for system development 
D cription 
Web 
Micro oft Windov s XP (with Microsoft .Net Framework 1.1) 
ervices 5.0 




Adob Phot hop 7. 
ocumentati n Mier ft Word 
6.3 Platform Development 
In rd r t tart th d cloprnent pr an t I n ' t l · 
probably in tailed and setup. Platt' rm 
y tern and web erver. 
6.3.1. Operatin yst m tup 
Micro rt Window 
which u ed f r thi pr ~ t d 
all, the rnput r hard di 
cnvironrn nt cing aff · I 
nls iuarant • that an p 
s urc n ir nm '111 r r : 't rn 
rutui 1 
nal Pa k _ i th· irutinu s st in 
ratiu in I II .Tir t r 
. hi pr nt th development 
ttin r nfigurations. Besides, it can 










The installation of Microsoft Windows XP s is very easy as it provides a 
descriptive and u er friendl in tallation guide. User just needs to follow the step-by- 
step instruction which appear throughout the whole installation process. 
6.3.2 Web erver etup 
A tat d in pr iou section, Microsoft Internet Information Services (IlS) is 
chosen a the ' eb erv r for thi project. llS is included in the package of Microsoft 
Window XP, Pr f ional dition and it installation is asy too. 
II pr vide a feature that all w w b content t b organized b u mg irtual 
ervers. It enables user to map I cal directory to irtual dir ct ry and reat lo al 
site. A virtual directory i r ared for nlin Programming r up N tw rk and it an 
6.4 Database Implementation 
Mier son L er er 2 
nlinc pr gramming gr up n I\ or 
u ' a. dat ha mana .m ·nt · sl for thi · 
u in) M, 
adding, updating, d I ting and th r inf rmati n m nipulati n a tiviti 'S 
u ing tored procedure . 
6.4.1 Ost ta base Setu p 
Aller the L n in t II d nd full , a databa 
uil . A new database named Ior this nlinc Pr grarnmin 
' P rN I b" is ·r ·at .d I u in 7 th 
n 
0 Enterprise Manager. After the 
rding to database design in precious 









6.4.1.1 Modification in Database Design 
During t11 stem implementation of a few modifications in database design 
have been done in rd r to p rfonn better system implementation. The modifications 
included: 
• Iner a e of length for certain fields to make sure the field size big enough to 
st re the p ibl coming data. 
• New tables are added to store data for us d of announcement forum and chat 
room. 
• Table File Upload ha been cancelled a it n t r dundant with table Fil 
ubmit. Table File ubmit ha been r de ign d t keep the tatu f u milted 
file whether it i appr ved r n t. 
• Tabl have be n renamed b adding m t " e , m t /\ unt in fr nt of a h 
table. hi i u d t diff r ntiate the u r d fin d ta fr m tabl · ' hi ·h 
predefined in Enlcrpri: Manag ·r. "ms t" land. r r mu, I r tab!' II\ th' dutal us. 
Bel w i them dified data di ti na f nlin Pr irarnminu r up N 'l\ rk: 
• : primary k 
# : foreign key 
);.- mst Account 
bl : <bl mt unt 
Fi ·Id Name 
"Uscrld # e of user 
n or hnr 










UserStatus nvarchar 100 User s status that is either active or block 
from using of this system 
UserEmail nvarchar 20 Users email address 
~ m t Anounc ment 
Tab! 6.4: Table of mst Anouncement 
r- 
Field Name Data Type Length Description 
* Announc mentld numenc 9 Unique id for announcement. 
# 
Announcement text 16 Announcement s content. 
>-- m t Porum Main 
Field Name 
* orumld 
Table 6.5: Table of m t_ orum_Main 
nvar har 
>-- rn st Forum tail - - 










>- mst File Submit - - 
Table 6.7 Table of mst File Submit - - 
Location of submitted file is 
Descri tion 
*S •ileld Unique code generate for each 
file ubmitted 








File s name to be displa ed in 
article. 
Date of file i submitted 
SFi leActua lNam 
).- m t ink 






al 1 rithrn. 
hi111 
);... m ·t hat 
bl fm t h t 










~ mst ChatName 
Table 6.9: Table of mst ChatName 
th Descri tion 
Name of user in chatroom. 
6.4.2 Database onnection 
archit ctur , database s rver, which responsible to data 
torage and management, n rmally re ide t the third tier. In thi tern, perati n 
related to databa e ar utiliz d the A .N T data ace te hn gy t geth r with 
Micro oft Data Ace Application Bl ck. 
In rd rt utiliz Mi r 11 ata A ce Appli ati n lo k fir l we ne d t add 
reference to the Mi -rosoft.Appti ·atio11Blo iks.l. at .I II fit . fil · th atn 
Acee s appli ation bl ck c ntain o tirni: ed de r r ata a ' It n ap ulat • th' 
' st tm. L ata.; 'qi ;Ii int narn pa and an b u id f r a 
As hown in Figure . I bl k 
clas ha five static mcth har d in v .N ' that ur us ·d r r nil 11\111 II lain 
acces need in Jude in ert up t an d I t stat m 'nt. th' 
la \ ith th 













I ADO.NET I 
: Sy5t:em.C>ata. 
SqlCl .. nt : 









Execute Reade .. 
ExecuteXmlReade .. 








Data Access Application Block 
In 
Wcb.conlig fil . 
Figur . I: Mi ft ata A 
tabli h ataba: 
A li ati n 
onn 'ti n I 1 nnc tt n stnn 1 1 s t rn 
ppS-tt.ings> 
add k y 11Conn.c 
Source~cjkok;Inilial C Lalog 
</appSettings> 
lu 
I 0 I " 
Then any refer n t th nn ti n rrin n 
... 
m. onJi Ul ion.Con i u a ionse i gs.AppSettings.Get("ConnectionS 
j n II) 










Dim dsResult As Dataset 
Imports Microsoft.ApplicationBlocks.Data 
Privat objSqlHelper As SqlHelper 
'Get Dataset by Parametered Stored Procedure 
un ion getDataSet(ByRef objParamsRef As SqlParameter(), ByVal 
Lin) As Object 
d R sult = objSqlHelper.ExecuteDataset(strConn, 
Comm-ndType.StoredProcedure, sp, objParamsRef) 
ge Dataset= dsResult 
End Function 
6.5 Program Development 
uring program de lopment the t m implernentati n me t the tage 
wher the code i real! being ritt n. A lated in hapt r P N v ill 
ba ed n three-tier lient- r er ar hite lure. The fir t ti r normal! r f r t 
. r, ·1 hi· ' 'l 111t 'rlo 1: t uilt 
using A P.N Tin thi n the ther hand the middle ti ·r i. m 'ant l 
t red procedur and appli ti n t I k m inti n .d n \ th ' S .rv 'f I 
connected and rnrnum at ith lab c nd nta ''ltl l initiuliz J. 
6.5.1 'odin, Approach 
cforc di mg trai rht int th 
app ul th 
whi hi. u 'd t 
t m' impl m nt ti n, a tudy of the different 
a ically, there are two types of 
1 m: l. top-down approach; and 2. bottom- 










6.5.1.1 Top-Down Coding Approach 
Top-down programming refers to a style of programming wher an application is 
constructed starting with a high-level description of what it is supposed to do, and 
breaking the p cificati n d wn into imp! r piec s, until a le el ha been reached that 
correspond to the primiti e of the programming language to be used. 
Top-d wn programming tends to gen rate modul that are ba ed on 
functionality, u ually in the form f functions or proc dur . Typicall , the high-level 
specification f the y tern tate functi nalit . Thi high-le I d cripti n i th n 
refin d to be a equenc r a I op of imp! r fun ti n r pr edur that are then 
themselves r fined, etc. 
6.5.1.2 Bottom-U I' odin 1 Approach 
ottom-up pr gramming r for 
con tructed tarting with xi ting primiti 
f r gramrmn ,, h re an a pli ati n 
pr gramming Ion 1lmg an 
r aturc until all I' th ap Ii nuc n con tructing gradual! rn r and mor 
ha b en written. 
In a languag such a an tt m-up r irarnmm 1 n nnull In · th· 
form of con tructing ab tra t data t p fr m primiti ' f th lan "UH 1' r fr m ·;i:t1n 1 
ab tract data t p 
6.5.1.3 hoscn odin , M th dolo 
Aller re icwing th l\• dt r nt 
mid .orn a in' it a rain: t th· h 
tern implementation 
t m, it has been decided to use top- 
down approa h I' r th irn] I irn 'nlall n 
Th 
tern. 
raJ rea ns. First, it can avoid chaos of 










implementing incredibl complex. Besides, it also prevents the developer from getting 
mire in details that might caus u to lose sight of why th s stem i de eloped in the 
first plac . This ma probabl happ ned for those who are not yet expert in software 
dcv I pment. 
6.5.3 Coding Principle Applied 
There ar a few principl that ar intend d to be applied in the system coding: 
Modularity 
oftware with ffective m dularity a the j b f d el prnent a different 
functions are c rnpartm ntalized and implilied. lndep ndent 111 dul help 111 
maintenance cau econdary effe t cau ed de ign r d m dificati 11 ar 
limited, error propagation i r due d. 
Readability 
Readability i cs cruial f r Iutur nhan cm nt and ms int innncc. 
and convention appli d tr ngl aff t th rcadabilit t ' f nnutt 'd 111 I 
naming conventi n h uld b tandardiz nhan unde tandin . 
Reusability 
I eu: abilit is on r th' imp rt nt prin ipl in pr gramming. It reduces the 
od in ' Ii m · as w II u · I h um ruati n time. It can be considered as a 










6.5.4 Style Adopted 
Coding st le i an important attribute of source code. The coding paradigm 
adopted in thi stem i ori nt d at giving the system modularity, readability and 
rcliabil it . 
6.5.4.1 Naming onvention 
tandard naming conv ntion provides easy identification of ariables for the 
programmer. U age of the e tandard p rform a a m an towards coding consistency 
and standardi ati n. Table 6.10 h w the Ii l f naming con enti n f r A P. T we 
form component which b nu din th tern d el pm nt. 
Table 6. I 0: Naming n enti n of A P. N T We rm mp nent 
A P.NET crver Input ontrol 
btn 
lnstanc ' 




1 lyper Link 
Label lb) 
Pan ~1 pnl 
Radio ult n i t 













6.5.4.2 Indentation and Spacing 
The main purpose of indentation and spacing is to ease reading and tracing of 
code. It mak the coding look n at and tidy, indirectly help developers to understand 
the code. 
6.5.4.3 Program Comments 
Program omments are essential in plaining the logic of certain line of code, 
the purpos fa particular program bl ck or function a well a ther de cripti lab I. 
For instance: 
J\ccoun y U I") 
In x) 
'Get curr nt selected index 
dtgUs r.S lectedindex = .Item.Itemindex 
'Display User information 
"usp_Ms l\ccoun _ y_Us ID") 
6.5.4.4 Sample ode 
I lerc are me r th arnpl 
• A 1.N-- ding c, amp! 
I< yl 0Z-I DE : 106; LEFT: 72px; 
un t;;::nse ver" 
rocedure 










ObjParams(O) .Value "update" 
ObjParams(l) .Value 
ObjParam (2) .Value= 
ObjP ms(3) .Value= 
O jParams(4) .Value 
ObjParams(5) .Value 
ObjPa am ( ) .Value= 







word in lower case 
'Sav the updated data 
Dlm l g A tring 
fl - objClsDataSet.saveData(ObjParams, "usp_Mst_Link_Modify") 
If flag= "OK" Then 
Dim scriptString As String= "<script 
l ngu ge=JavaScript>alert('Record is saved! ');</script></pre>" 




Ca ch ex As Exception 
lblErrMsg.Text - ex.Message 
End Try 
• t red Pr edure ding » am] le 
J J us 's info m ion 




I II ) 
f It) 
us, '') Use 
1, 11) u 
!:'ROM ms J\ccou 










6.6 Chapter Summary 
This chapter depict the actual de elopment and implementation of the system 
its If This includ hard' ar and softv ar configuration, database implementation as 
well a the oding t de and appr a h. In thi pha e, the de ign pecification which 
di cu ed b fore ha tran f rm into a workable s stem. 
hapter 7 would b di cu about various typ of ystem testing includes s stem testing 









CHAPTER 7 SYSTEM TESTING 
7.1 Introduction 
Aft r th oding proc in implementation phases, the successive stage m 
oltwar d lo m - nt ' uld b the t m t ting. System t sting is the testing of a 
complete t m prior to delivery. The main objective of system testing is to identify 
and rev al a man error a po sible in the tested s stem. It is hoping that system 
tc ting would bring the te ted tern or oftwar to an acceptable level of quality after 
correction of th identified error and r t ting. 
Normall a well planned tem t ting an nhan e the int grit fa t m. It 
1 e peered t det ct an deviati n in de ign and err r in the tern. A te ting plan 
aims at det ting err r-pron ar a . Thi help in th pr nti n f rr r ' hil a tem 
is being u ed at the arne time adding alu to th' r du t b nf rminn t th u ir 
requirement . 
omc Ithe mo l mmon au ' r err r inn, 
• rnmunication gap b l\ 
• Time pr vidcd t a de elop rt 
• Insufficient testing and quali 
• Inadc uat r quir rn nt g th crin t 
tak 'he Id 'f, 









7.2 Testing Strategies 
In OPGN the testing strategies had been used include unit testing, module 
testing integration t ting and y tern testing. 
7.2. l Unit Testinz 
Unit t ting i th fir t approach ins stem testing and it is sometimes referred as 
function te ting r c rnpon nt t ting, which is e tremel time-consuming. This is a 
t sting tage where ach compon nt the stem i test d id pend ntly and isolated from 
other pr gram omponent . 
The main purpo e of unit testing t ma ur e ry mp n nt w rk 
properly with the type of input and utput e pe ted fr m tud ing th omp nent 
de ign. y thi , it i confirm d that all the unit ar ded and p rf rm 
function and algorithm pr p rl a ' hat the d el per e 
7.2.2 Module Testinu 
Aller unit tc ting modul I tin am ' ut. m dul , i a , II ti 11 r 
dcp ndcnt ornp ncnt wh r all r lated 111 n int n ap ulat d t 
common goal or functi n. M du! tin 'll bl' 'a h 111 tut· t 
independent! . 
Jn module t ting t 
whi h provide input d t t 
r m r unit in ample, unit 
t er th r \ 'th unit \ hi h pr ide output data. These 
mm n goal or function such as the 
search ngin fun ti n whi h 
sut mi. ion, and mall drspla th 
L stat ment generating, query form 









The motive of module testing is to make sure that all modules can be executed as 
a complet module. In a tern an individual module would call other module to 
perform certain ta k . The this proc ss parameters will be passed to each other among 
th e modul . If th m dul ar not full te ted the parameters ma be passed 
incorrectly and it i ver hard to determine which module goes wrong. 
7.2.3 Integration Testing 
When the individual module meet the obje ti e and ' rk rr ctl the e 
modules are combined into a w rking 
proce of verifying that the tern mp n nt w rk t geth r a de ri d in the 
sy tern and pr gram d ign p iii ation . hi integrati n te ting i plann d nd 
o rdinated that wh n a failure ur , the au e f failure an id ntif d. 
In P N top-d wn appr a 
approach, the y tern i i w d a a hicrar h of 
with high-I vel t m and int grate fr 111 th 
' n 
Ill !VI tu 1! 
component b tubs wh r pr pri t that i. th· ul ' ill l irudu tll n 
D 
E F G 












Figur 7.2: Top-down integration 
7.2.4 System Testing 
y t m testing involv a final t t fall pr gram . It r f r to a ene of 
different tests which d igned to full exer i th un er it limitati n tn 
order to measure y tem capa ilitie . Al o it ,. ill make ure and erify all t m 
rnponent w rk orre ti 
ornpare with unit and int grati n te ting r tern t tin 
doc what the user want. 
kind r I'm ic tin r: run ti 11 t istin I an l ·rf' nuance 
t ting. 
• Fun tion Te ting 
Fun lion tc ting te l th n th fun ti n I r quir ment f the 
y stern whi ·h lated in hapt r, It in a carefully contro11ed 
situation. An ·If· ti ' lun 11 n t t h ul h v high probability of detecting a fault. 










Post message in forum 
Submit Article 
Join chat room 
• Pcrforman e Te ting 
P rf rmance te ting i a sen oft st don to m asur all the non functional 
requir ments aft r functi n i com pl ted. Bel war few t p of p rfonnance testing: 
T ting 
The goal of thi te ting i t d termine wheth 
h uld large and arie workload at n tim . 
ecurity Te ting 
The urpo e i t rif the pr te ti n and auth nti ati n 111 hani ·111 u h as 
d aling with improper pcnetr lion. 
I lurnan Fa tor 1 c ting 
U er interface and me ag di pla ar b ing ' aluatc in thi · t .stin 1 b · , l ·111 
u er to get the b t int ra ti n ff t . It nc intratc nt th· n11 'l\1 mcc 1111 I th· 
interaction f the tern. 
7. Test a eD sian 
Test ca h t l i ut th detail of input, series of 
p d to show that the input is 
r ea h test case, testing is done repetitively pre ·iscl c 









7.3.1 Sample Test Case for Unit Testing 
Below is an exampl of unit t st ca e which i done for OPGN: 
Test as : I 
Modul : U r Module 
ub Module : U er etting 
Unit : U r ening - Clear 
c nano : T lear all ent red data int .t b x . 
No Te t Pr cedure ata 
I. 
after entered data in all all t x b 
te 'I b te . 
ata: 15/1/2005 
Data in all 
t xt b ' 










7.3.2 Sample Test Case for Module Testing 
Below is an example ofModul test ca e which is done for OPGN: 
Module : U r M dul 
ub Modu\ ownload fil 
Unit ownload fil - view de cripti n, download ource code 
'c nario : U er click th link t th article he/ he wi h to i wand down! ad the 
ource c de r vid d. 
No Test Procedure 
l. 
2. 
the y tern ite bar. 
lick the link t on' f th 
upl Ad id M1 i I . 
de scri lion t d wnl ad 




main fr. rn r 













click SA VE. file in selected saved in the 
path. right path. 
Status: Pas 
ata: / _/200 
Figur 7.4: Module Test Case 
7.3.3 ample Test Case for Integration Testing 
elow i an xample of Integration te t case hich i d n for P N: 
Test ase : 9 
Module : Admini trat r Module 
ub Module : Login, Manage R' ur c 
: ogin, Manage R our Unit a k 
cenano : Admini trat r L gin, clc l nc f the r ur .es inf rmati n, lil un I 
a c it, finall b t M nag' R · ur main · a th n I 1 ut. 
p ) di pin d. 
N 
R in I. 
bro. er. 
2. nt r in alid U. r I an b 11 1 Error message 
passw rdinl gm r. po pup. 
nlid ·err an i Admin. Administrator is 










·. l lLOGIN. administrator and and 
stem administrator 
administrator s site bar 
ite bar. di played. 
4. lick MANA System displa s Manage 
R UR link. manage resources resources marn 
pag mmam page displayed. 
fram . 
5. lick link to one fthe tern di pla 
r ourc all inf rmati n f i nf rrnati n 
the re ur e. di pla ed. 
6. f the link 
and click J\ VE. data and p r up pu . 
I ltl so 
8. 
lll\U 1 • 
main anc. 
'Ii k T butt n. 
mm m displayed. 










I Status: Pass 
l Data: 15/2/2005 
Figur 7.5: Integration test case 
7.4 Debu in 1 tratezies 
ebugging trategi i the way to find and corr ct program rror . There are 
various type of error can b f und in a t rn. Thi includ s compil error, runtime, 
error and logic error. Below are me of the d bugging trat gie applied: 
By using label lblMsg rr 
Label lbl rrM g i a lab I built b auth r t catch the r pti n me ag 
i an e rarnplc or u ing lbl rrM gin a n r P N. 
'Ratri v param 
o jCl D S . g 
"usp Mst Link Modify") 
- - 0-j m (0) .v lu 
ll t 
H j \ '\it 
"u: ) Mt 
10 a (0 jParams, 
x L"nk!D.T .T m 
- ti H 
u" 
ttU 
nlMain.Visi l • Tru 












Figur 7.6: E .ample of using label lblErrMsg 




u in built ind bugging function and rror det ction 
Micro oft Vi ual tudio .N t provide a v r good debugging function and 
err r detection mechani m. r tim ' h n the olution i built, the code 
will be compiled and an c mpile rr r i h wn ' ith d tail d cription. 
Al , the y tern an be chc k with it debugging fun ti n t he th alue 
f different pa ed pararn tcr during runtime. 
If the programming run II but me ut ' ith une pe t d r· ult the 
review on I gi flow or th ondu I d. Al , rithrn al 11 ds t 
h ked r r th ir rr tne and 'ni 
7.5 ~hapter umrnary 
y tern ting i a riti al ph ' in analvs in 1 I 
test y tern liabiliti . In thi ' hi h use I 111 th , 
y tern are rcvic cd f II 
strategic in lud unit m dul int m to tin 'l. t th nd of the testing 
pha e, it i · h pc that t rn h ul bl t r rm th ta ks required and free of 
mo. t .rrors. 
hnpt •r 8 w ul pr'. ent lt n a d tail • luati n n the s stern built and give a overall 









CHAPTER 8 SYSTEM EVALUATION 
8.1 Introduction 
System valuation i the final and ultimate stage of a system de elopment. It is 
an important pha b f r the final rel ea of product can be deli ered to end user. 
ver tern should go through the s stem evaluation phase for the benefit of 
the y tern and al o th y tern d eloper. It i implemented b mor than simpl 
comparing the information obtained with th information which is e pected. But, it is 
related to user envir nment attitud informati n pri riti and everal ther concern 
that ar t be con idered careful! ffo ti en 
ystem evaluation can help t u id ntify th 
applied and rememb r to u e it again in the futur . We mu t al 
than perfect event that happ ned and r member n t t r p .at th • am mi take a rain, 
11 
Th refer , a thor ugh valuati n h uld alwa 
y. tern' tile c le. 
Through ut this haptcr the t m \: ill evaluate t r ol it. tr '111th, 
con traint and po ibl futur nhan mcnt t th' 
arri d ut at the 
the brief e planati n f pr bl rn en 
devcl pmcnt and final! an rail n lu. i n v ill 









8.2 Problems Encountered and Solution 
Throughout the ' hol 1 tern d lopment man problems ha been 
encountered. It i important too ercome these problems as fast as possible and with the 
best available elution . Th pr ~ ct chedule hould be folio' d tringently amid 
problem to en ur th t m ' ill be delivered on time. 
Below arc th major probl m fa ed during th oft ar d lopm nt: 
8.2.'I Problem of selecting tools and language 
Problem: 
There ar vanou tool and programming languag a ailabl in mark t and all 
claim that they arc b It.er t ea h th r. It i a er hard t etermin the t t an 
language f r th t I and langua 1 ele tcd th ' 1 
no wa to turning off due the projc t h dul and tirn limitati n. 
lution: 
arclul I condu t d r 
language in th mark L u in, th d 
language and valuat 
ornpare 1 ro and 
nal under tandinn n th t 
n a ht I n ivi 
8.2.2 Lack of skill 
I rob! ·111: 
n e th • t ol an d ngua e 1 lected it is time to develop the 
s l srn usin 1 th · h • en Ion Jun', an it re pecti e de elopment tool. In this project, 










lacking of knowledge in ASP.Net programming increases the difficulties of program 
coding as ASP.NET is totall a new language for the author. 
Solution: 
Refer to artou A P.N T pr gramming referenc which borrow from friends 
and library. earch through the Internet to find out sample code and solution on similar 
problem faced during programming coding. 
programming probl m . 
Discuss with friends regarding 
8.2.3 Lack of End U ser's evaluation 
Pr blem: 
At the end f the tern de el pment it i hard t find the nd u r t te t th 
system thoughtfully duel lirnitati n of time and ti iht pr · h du! . 
olution: 
Ask friend around who ar al th tar 1 't u r a m 11 as p · iblc t l '' m 
the y tern t ter and a k th ir pini n and aluati rt n th' 
t supcrvis rand a k f r impr cm nt ad i 
8.3 ystcm 'tr •ngths 
y tern trength f P N ar d n 
8 .. I 'irnplicity 
P 1N 1: an ias -t -u 
p riod of tim • n ' ith ut on u 
t m v h r u r can master its operation in a short 
The simplicity of the system enables both 










8.3.2 User Friendliness 
Careful d sign concept had b n applied into the designing of the system 
interface to promot u er fri ndlin s. Color palettes used were also careful! picked to 
en ur the w pag ar int lligibl and pl a ant toe e . Con istent user interface are 
promoted in th 
using. 
m. All button are well defin d to en ur th ea in s of system 
8.3.3 Availability and onvenience 
imilar to all ther web applicati n 
7 days a w ek unle the er er g e d wn. Th a aila ility of t m pro ide the 
n ces ary onvenien e to u r all ar un th ' rid. It i a .. ible I ng a the 
intended u ers ha e Intern l ac . Thi fulfill f th • main b · ti 
y tern that i tud nt an ek help fr rn I turer at an 1 time ' ith ut findin i t tur ·r 
facet face. 
8.3.4 System Transparency 
P N pr mote t m rran ar n the u 
stru tur , where the databa r id • 
r lated to the t m imp) rn nt ti n. 
through the s me lo iin bar 
n t n ' n ' 1l ut th· 
1 in t1! s t m and . n thin 
mini trnt rand u er ar login 
tern differ ntiates different th 









8.3.5 Data Security and Privacy 
OPGN i a pas w rd-prot ct d it . B giving authorized user ID and password 
unauthorized u r are prohibit d from accessing others' personal records. Certain 
functions can onl b don b admini trator. Th e pre ent intruders from int ntionally 
or unintentional! au ing th 
8.4 System Constraints 
y tern constraint of P N are de rib d a b I ' : 
8.4.1 No automatic email generation 
For user wh forget hi /h r pa ' rd there i no aut mati gen rated mail t 
remind the forgotten pa sword. U er ha e t 
retrieve their pa w rd. 
nta t admini trat r b their wn t 
8.4.2 Limited Announcement making fun tion 
urrentl , admini trator an onl nt red nil th annr u11 'ltl int lllfC nunu n 11111 
simple tcxtbox in ord rt di pla in th' hom nu· th' anm>tm · ·m •11l 
making fun Lion i. not th maj r fun ti nun r th spc ifi ah n r. 1st m re ~uir m int 
in prcviou hapt r. 
8.4. Limit d T p •s of Program ming R ourc 
P N nl upp rt r r gramrning 1anguages at this moment where 










8.4.4 Limited Functions in Forum discussion 
The discu sion forum in th 1 tern current! only provide the ba ic functions 
such as po t mes age and tart a nev thread. More function can be added to make the 
discu ion forum m r attra tiv . 
8.5 Future Enhancement 
Ba ed to the con traint of this y tern stat d abo e, there are a few suggestions 
for to futur nhancement f P N. The ugg ti n are: 
8.5.J Auto-generated email for password remind 
ctends the functi nality of th s tern b add in an aut -generat d mail f r 
user who forget the pa wor . Th pa w rd w ul 
email addre which t re in P N. 
nt t u er a rding t th ir 
8.5.2 Enhance Announcement Making Fun tion 
Improve the ann un m nt ma ing fun ti n b all v administrut 
announc ment ace rding rtain r rmat. iffcr nt ann un m 'nt. arc ov' 
'!l( r th · 
according to their dat o that outdat d arm un m int 
8.5.3 Increas . Types of Pro ram min' Languages 
ucc rdui I 1. 
f pr zrarnmin 
s st nn s pro 1rnmm111g r s ur t m k thi 
n d ed int s stem to enrich 











8.5.4 Extend Functions in Discussion Forum 
More function can b add d in to discu sion forum lik insert hyperlink, emotion 
sign) insert quote and so on and so forth. This will make the forum more attractive and 
enhance int ra tion b twe n the u r . 
8.6 Knowledge and Experience Gained 
After working with thi th re ar plenty f aluable knowledge and 
expenenc gained. The experiences ar n t limited t th programming and technical 
skills but involve all other a p t which r lat d t who! oftv are de I pment pr c 
Below are ome of the experience : 
Improve informati n arching kill thr ugh th Internet. 
Dealing with real yst m u er b arri d ut a u 
arn h w to plan and manage a t. 
earn the cone pl of int grate an utiliz 
etup Internet and databa rv r. 
Ma ter erver- ide and cli nt- id ripting Ian rua 
until certain lev I. 
v ·II a the rel vunt th a 
earned the wa nn t n maru ulat 
Impr vc c ding and de uggin kill . 
ultivatcd : kill in writ in d um ntati n an r p rt . 
I oos Is •If'.. nfid ·11 , g mmuni ti n kill an ' ·orking independently 










8. 7 Overall Conclusion 
Overall Online Programming Group Network has achieved and fulfilled the 
objectives and ba ic functional r quirernents as an online web-based s stem as 
determined during t m de ign and anal si . Mor o er the final relea d product met 
the criteria such a u r friendline r liability manag ability and expandability. 
Thi project gives m a golden chance to build a full application from scratching 
planning, de igning coding, te ting and la t evaluating. Here knowlege and theories 
learned throughout the thre ear cours of mputer ience \ er literal! put into 
practice. 
Undoubtedly a I t f kn wledg and e p nenc gained thr ugh ut the 
development of P N. Thi includ kn wledge in inf rmati n ar hing nducting a 
survey, y tetem d gin and anal 1 , pr grarnrning and din> and h ' ' r 
di ciplinaryly and indcpcntentl . Pr grammmg ith A .Nct V .N t 11 'M and and 
u mg f Vi ual tudio.nct ha pro b a alua and I ri 
However, there are man Ill II 
in rder to achieve to b a p wcfull nlin ' ·b rtal. l ' frnn ' st 'Ill 
d veloped i still far awa fr m p rf t. ut with th" f st t 'P tak ·11 inh 111 •111 ints 
uld still b made with m r f atur . nd fun ti n. ad 'i n, 
Last but n 
c pcricn c whi h 
will d ·rinil ·I b .cornc a pr· 1 u rtun f r th 
ut thi n u ful and practical 
l p r. These experiences 










8.8 Chapter Summary 
In the final chapter of the r port the through evaluation of the ystem has been 
depicted. Th probl m ncounter d and olutions are first tated, following by system 
strengths and w akn In rd r t make the tern bett r in future several 
. uggc tion ar made. Thi can b iew d a th start of futur maint nan and part of 
effort to guarant future expandability. Not forg tting al , th knowledge 
and cxpericn e gained are har d. La tty, an o rall conclu ion is gi en a the end of 










APPENDIX: (Sample of survey form) 
This survey is conduct d to di o r th probl m faced by FSKTM student when 
learning programming cow- es. The information collected from this survey will be used 
for develop a. on line programming network portal which help student in software 
programming learning. 
I. Do you find pr grarnming v r hard to I am? 
( ) Ye 
( ) No 
2. What i the main problem d y u face when tud pr grarnming c ur 111 
FSKTM? ( an choo em re than I 
( ) om chapter r idea i er hard t und r and during le lure. 
( ) ecture h ur to hort. 
) Lab hour i to h rt. 
( ) Hard to get h Ir from I lurer. 
( thcr . Pica e p if 
If you find difficultie in 
problem, what i the main 
( hoo e ON i nl ) 
ing lab quc ti n ran th r pr irnmmin ' 
ur cf' r u I find ut th'. luti ns' 
( 
( 









5. Have you joined an online di cu ion forum/group or portal which focuses on 
discu sing programming probl m 
( ) Y . Pl a e p cif _ 
( ) No 
6. If there i a onlin programming group network forum which is de lop pecial 
f r s TM,\ ill OU join it active) . 
( ) Ye 
( )No 
( ) ep nd on th functi n it provide . 
7. Which function below do you think i ne ary to b included in a v b p rtal 
which aim t help stud nt in learning flware pr gramming? 
( an choo e more than I 
( ) Link to note erci e, tutorial 
( ) Di cu sion Forum 
) Live chat room 
( ear h Engin . 
( ) Fil or ource od uploading/d wnl ading. 
8. o ou think th link t programming ur 
in thi web p rtal? 
) Ye 
) No 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 About this manual 
Welcome to nline Pr gramming Group Netv ork (OPGN). User can use this 
system a ce differ nt pr gramming re ource with related to the programming courses 
study in TM. 
would g t to know the 
r ading thi u er manual, both stem administrator and user 
fall function pr id d thi tern. 
njoy learning in world of programming!! 
Chapter 2: Hardware and oftware Requirements 
2.1 Server Side Requirement" 






oftwar r quircmcnts: 
W b er er 
I· rumc work 
I atubns • 
0 escrtption 
5.0 










Chapter 3: Using of Online Programming Group Network 
3.1 System Main Page 
W lcul'ie ~u Q111l110 PN111r011•1lil Gro~p lielWl>rio\ ·Microsoft IHI m111 l>q>lorar 
mo di. >'low ~ 
Online Programming Group Netw 
I • 1111) to 
Login Bar 
Programming Resources 
Click H ro to OPGN pro ramming r sourcos 
Community 
l'I •>• l.g<'I tn With U$10f 10 nd 
ss,.or "'hlth you u 1 o I ., 





ll 111•P1 • 
Figure I: ' m in a I 
• igure I how th main pag r p N. 
The s m r p rt : 
0 gm ar F ru r n int rf rm U r etting , 
'Orum, Arti nd h t fun tt n. 
o , itc l ar Alla II bl 
a ailat I· in this sit ar. II k n h rlink b low the button to access 
·our. .'s h rn page 
















Online Programming Group Netw 
' ·I 
Programming Resources 
~k I r to OPGN progr mming resources 
A I FS TM ,,,.mb"" ,. boec m• 
OP<iN's m m r IUtom tic y 
Community 
• sign "' with user ID nd 
p 1sword which you use to 109 n 
to computer 10 OUI I b 
I' u r ar login u ing I nn b r in the main a 
nter the u er I and p 
Ii k ' gm butt n. 
The L gin bar ill di pl m u rl " t th t I Yin 









3.3 User Settings 
Wvlcilme IQ 01\lhll Prosr11owni1 GNup t'lortwurll. • ltlk:rcnoll lnl ro I ::..Uip~\Q::;re..:;':.:__ __ .:..::;_ .;;.;;.._;...;;;__~;;:...:;--~D=~ 
Fiio (di: ..,... Favtrtw Tool ~ 
!lock • I F s..dl 
Online Programming Group Netw 
l his page allows you to custorniz your person I settings. 
Nllll\t: us r 










• Requll'l'd n Id 
[E] Cit I B !k 
C'np 'ria1t1 2111~ u i.111;111 H• 1 r1I 
-rgur Pa' 
U er tting pag all \ a II u 'r m if I th •ir nal mt' rmat: 1\, 
Figure ) 
lick' butt n t th' rn dili d inf rmr ti n. nuti 11: Inf rm Hi n1 
'" i n It k 
Ii k' I ar" t rd t in all t xt b • 














Group ttil1W0rl< !illcrosult Int met l.J;.plil11n ------=-----=---~:...:..::.....:.... __ ...:__~~-'• 
~ 
lo> 
Online Programming Group Netw 
Sea ct 
S arrh; c tuton I 
0 ru-ch on\ N 10) t:itth 011 OPC 
h r +t Tuton>! 
C++- tutonal wbitb cover ddl'trctll th.ap~n lh.u w1ll oor1M!ly learned by bt!Pllll<r 
PE 14Tut !fl I 
hrs tutonal 11 11\ten d t r programmrr1 who &1 1\1 tefl•d In i-.ct''I 
the Sun Jav System Apvbcau n Server ~tf 11n E<,Mi .n 8 
'carch page allo • user t scar h dif · r nt pr iramnuun links thr u ih 1N'. 
colle lion r thr ugh th W rl 
znter the car hing k 
elect cith 'r scar h Ill th butt n Ii t b 10\ . n 










Bock • • 
Addlo.s ~ htt?:/~l/l)al«A. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
» WMF.T2JO~ 
Online Programming Group Netw 
um 
1 h e arc Iorum spcdatlv stablished lo discuvs progr mming probl ms 
mong r SKTM members. 
S nsitivc issues re stri tly not !lowed to discuss h re. 
Forum Tillft 
(Keywo1 ds): • rtn 
Ft•nim'fidt' 
Y{]) I it link hst? 
H•no 
1 
Stllltor lt•pli .. 
User 2 
Usrr 0 
\' u-w I u Ar lioR 
4 31312005 11 13 53 AM 
J/312005 11 07 49 AM 
NewThreaa 
Figure I· nun ma in pa 
er need t gin to a I n , rum. 
lick on the forum title in parti nt r nrti ular r rum. !•1 iur • 
Ii k 'New Thr ad butt n t t rt n. 








Welcome to Online Progran•nil Cro He'-'i< - lolicrosolt Internet Uqi ru 
Online Programming Group Netwo 
orum 
peci.11ly e I hh he to di LU r; p1 o r mmn1 1 robl rn 
rnb 1 .• 
ltowed to di!>t."\J !> here. 
Forum litl : Wh..it i~ link Ii t? 
Di1Nssion 
Om l/V2l1 ~ Wll1t is link Ii.rt? 
11 OR 22 AM My one Cl!\ It me Whal IS link hst? 
Cc AM< ~o.ig AM P'.• 1r!n I• WX£:;2~06'1 ,,., bodo. d "' 
Alan 
31312005 I rt 4 the d.>pltt o!i uJy Bui lwJ 10 un w.J Any .,.. un upb;n "'"'' 
ll lJSJAM cnrt?Orr.ia .ianyw ~ crl>o k .. 'hochca11htlpn; dullf"C 
Thx. 
>• WX111»1W 
xarnple fa n • rum 
l/fMI 
Online Proararnrning 
T11l (OpU 110I) 
All • J! "'"'' 









Once the forum title is clicked, all the messages in the forum are displa ed. 
(Figur ) 
ag drop down the page to bottom. Figure 7 
nter th title and m ag wi h d to po t. 
Ii k "P 
lick " 
t them age. 
ar' t !ear data in all b e . 
lick ' ack' to back to orum Main Page. 
Ii k "New Thread t tart a n w di cu ion. 
3.6 Articles 
Woll.umv tu 011l111v Pr111110t1vnh111 Group tlutwvrk 1411.ruwn 1111 11 11.xplurtr 
FMo <ll ..... F ""'~"' Toob ·~ 
lltek • I< l 
Online Programming roup Netw 
H •rt art• ,111 ,)1 tldt•, h,11 d 111 OI c.N. 
Alt I TUI" 
(Keyword); 
v .... ,"" ... 










User needs to login to access Articles. (Figure 8) 
lick n th arti le tit! in particular rm to iev particular article. 
lick" ubmit Article button to submit article. (Refi r section 3.7) 
nt ·r th arti I title k ' ord in arch bar abo e to search for particular 
arti I . 
Wulc:omo 10 011ll110 l'N11r11t1•11h Group He"""~lcrosoll l111 roet lxplorwr 
fd• rJi\ 'llow r • ..,.... Tool1 t~ 
rtlcles 
H r ar all rti I •s hared m OPGN. 
l l11k•fl J.1<1 Sour • r•d• 
tly: .J ok 
the I ab rb b1u"Jurl.lon on • • ll11k J 1111. Th >ow~• co~•· rro•1d h "'' • ·'"'VI• of 
lb\k1•d U 1 ln1ptrn1 n llun tn • • 11 nn1m11 • tlN>l(JUn\n1lna. 
l·igur 
nee th article title i. l i 
th ource file. 










3.7 Submit Article 
Oa.ct< . 
Wel<ome to Onlln• PNll!ronvnh Gr11up Ne:.:.\"WQ.:..:;.;.ri<:...·.:...M.:...k;.;ro>U;.;;.;lt.:...111:...1 :.. '00.:...1.:.. lxp;..;:;.;IQ:...A:...r _:_. __ __;;__:~;..._--.....:..-Bl!:slc!l!ll 
F.lo tdil ..,... Tools ~ 
l / 
>>~ 
Online Programming Group Netw 
S1tl>mit rticle 
Step I: fill in the title and d cnption ot the , rtide you wi~h to submit, 
Artlrl titl•: 
Author 10: USl::Rlll 
En ti: UHr ) hoc.rem 
Descrtptlon: • 
Figur I : ubrnit rti 
n e the ubrnit arti le link in Arti I main p l ul nu I 'I 1U 
Arti Jc page is h ' n. 










Wei.:onie 10 011Unt l'~r<111•nil Group r..1wort<. • lilk:rowll hil roe_l [Jq>_:_lo_i._r _:... ~e::.::,!!!!!'I 
F•lo Edo\ '/low F•"'~ fool ~ 
" I Botk • • / S..th 
Online Programming Group Netw 
I ntroom 
Thi. is simpl ch troorn for OPG m mb rs to h. v t !time 
dlscu ion. Plea ion in ,, unique chatname to enter the ch troom, 
Ch;i1 Nanto: 
lgn In 
gin t a -igur 11 
ntcr a unique Ill 









Welcome to Online Progran1111h'41 Group Netwvri<. -11.lcrowft Int rnel Explorer 







Online Programming Group Netw 
Nam• Llst: 
Frem /IJ n 
Blu blld 
0 ""' Everyone 
Tom 
ou are lliJltd ui J Tom. 
Sond to: O m I 
Stnd '11 
Figure I_: hair 
n e the' ign In" i Ii kc u r nt r th hatr rn v uh hi h 'r ·h t 11~1111 •. 
igur 12 
n 11\ t h 11'1111 It , t. To send me age, Ii k n the narn 
lick' end' butt n t • nd th 








3.9 Programming Resources 
Woleume \O Online PrusN»nmh Grovp Noll'M)rk llicro.ol\ Int rnet l>q>loru 
--ti) Online Programming Group Netw 
,,, 
Pro ranmtin.e_Re ou ce 
H r i. dir ctory of links of differ nt prngrarnrning r sourc s. 
All I ngu.g' 
C l'mnmmuis Tu!ro 
A website full v.ith C Pro 
laJ'l\tl 
; r It 1\11 n.u 
C tt IUlonal which cover ddftttnt wptttt that Wiii normally leAm•d b bt8Jtlntt 
l FF 141)11opl) 
hit tutonlll 11 in1ended lcr roganunerl who aie 1111eretted ind,. l p 
on the Sun Jov1 System Appbct.b n Strver Pl tfonn E ·b n 8 
Figur I_: Pr grarnrnin R 
Pr grarnrning R 11 v u r t iiff r nt l \tlll\\l(l I ltllk. 
under P 1N' '1 gur '- 










Wultome to 011th1 
Filo Edi; ..,.... ,,_vatlll Tools 
Ba<:k • 
Online Programming Group Netw 
Programming Resources 
Odl : 3/l/2005 
The new dev loped Onion• 
l'roqr mm Croup N lwcrl 
(OP N) " I unc d 
.ln F ~TM m mbers •• b.c: ,. 
N's m mb r •ulom ic Hy. 
Community 
"'-tse s in with User ID nd 
p 11wo whoch ~ou use o 109 
to compul r our I b. 
'Ii k 10 n • • ss h ·Ip p11s • 
Figure I nlin h 'Ip butt n 
To get the help onlinc, Ii k th h Ip utt n m it be rand th h 'It pa'· 1, 









3.11 Administrative Functions (Manage) 
Admini trat r an p rf rm om oth r functions which i not a ailable for 
ornrnon u r. Th r are Manage Account Manage Forum Manage Resources, 
Ma nag rt i an Mak nnounc rn nt. 
In rd r to p rf rm admini trati e functi n , u r need to login as administrator. 
Figur 14 hov . the main page aft r adrnini trator I g in. Be noticed that the site 
bar for admini trat r 1 light! differ nt from c mm n u r. 
W•lco11"' lu 011lh1t 1>1 llQrl111011io Group Hetwurk Mltnnoll Int 11 I l plurtr 
Olt Ctlil '/low ,,..,... • ., TQi'lit ,.._, 
[• I , 















3.11.1 Manage Account 
ltllcrosoll lnl rout Uqilllnir 
Online Programming Group Netw 
1 hi pngc auow dminl trator lo m 11.-lg •all 111 mb rv' accounts. 
u,.r ID: I St h J 
tr orm lls•r Nam• u .. r Tn• lh r St nu \'n•w 
A MTNOI Adnun Admln AcbV •V W• 
USEROl Um U1tr AcbVe ~ 
WEl\020026 All User AcbV -V1~w- 
WEK020086 CJ Kok Admzn AcbVc .YJ.<W 
WEK020096 Gcannc U1er AtbVc ;Y,1r__;, 
NfWU ti 
<"011 ii 111 :m~ u Wl11.hu w ... , ,.,1, ~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-igur Manag A unt M in Pa) 
Ii k on Manag A 
( igurc I 
lick on 
unt 111 it bar t unt • in Pa 1 '. 
icw-' in parti v th c rti ul 1 u r's inf' nn iti 11. 
• nter u r I rn , rt i ul r u r. 










elcome to Online Progrillm1!11g Group Network· lilicro.oft Int rnet Explorer 
Os.ck . . , File Edl ~'iew Favorl:es Tools ..._, 
Online Programming Group Netw 
I hi' p o' allows odmini .trator to manaq all members' accounts. 
lls r II): 
f"anword: •• • • • •• ... 
Ty]!~: (") d,mln.1<1111101 
0 
Sll\tu : (!") rtiv 
0Sus11@nd 
Otl I ll k N U r 
-igur I :M ir '! pc and tatus 
/\fl r the' - tC\ -' in parti ul r r v Ii k d th u er' inf' rmati 
Admini. trat r can nl adju tu ·r l 
lick 
not avcd if' 
an tatu . 
a c" butt n I iuti n: Inf' rm Hi n 1 
I. 
lick ' cl 'I·" t unt. 
Ii k "New 










3.11.2 Manage Forum 
It.Ip 
~{a .... 
Ferum TIU" St rtn (K ywonls): 
l''"nunm •'orum Titlo To1al H•pl To• I il'W Surt UnrrD I. 1111 .. rtD I. 11D•t 
3'1 Wh 111 bnk bst? 2 SEROI WER020026 31312005 11 13 53 A.M 
33 fltll 0 U5EROI USE. 01 31312005 11 (fJ 19 A.M 
11 .... , 
S1ttU.,1 
s. •• k 






-rgur 17: Manage .. rum Main Pa, 
lick on "Manag rum" in it b rt a Mana) I' rum am u • 
( igur 17 
lick on the forum titl in p rti VI \ th arti ul: r r rum. 










Ale Edit 'lieW Favcrtes Tools ~ 
Wetcorne to Online Progrommilig Group Nel'<'IOtio; - Microsoft lntaroet [xp\lrer 
Online Programming Group Netw 
1 hi p o · .itlows .1dr111nlstrator to d .I •t e improper forums or me sa 
Fomm Title: What l• llnL: Utt? 
SrndPr 
User 
31312005 11 8 22 AM 
Geanne 
31312 0 11 11 40 AM 
1" 
Discussion 
Whnt ls link li t? 
Arty one can ~I me what 11 l!llk. bt? 
Plciuc 1tle1 to WXE 2206's text beek tbipler 4 
D I I FonJm Ck 
Figure I : 
After the - iew-' in parti ular r v th forum is di 
I ick -dclctc-" in p art i ult r r w I 
rum 't d I tc the lick ' clctc 









3.11.3 Manage Resources 
Ii k on 'Manage R our c ' in it 
Figure I 
• • ,; s...dl 
MoJt~ · ourcc 
l his png1:, llows dministrator to ,1dd/delctc r sourc s. 
~yword; St rch 
I.ink ID I.ink Nam• 
AOOl WXES1108 OIP'ammina Course 
A002 WXES1111 i'i Oif Mll'llll1& C • •1 r 
AOO) WXES2206 Pro~Course 
A004 WXET3309 roivammina Course 






.v • ., 
0V W• 
Figure I : Manag 
, rt a na ' R' U I • 
ular r' ur · . lick n - 1 ~w- in parti 
• ntcr kc word or r h r arti ul r r ur 









Welcome'" Online Programming Group Net'M>lt. - ltiicrosofl Internet Explorer 
Ale Edit View Fovobs TOO< ~ 
Online Programming Group Netw 
l.J11k Naino: WXES!lOB 
1 his pi1g' ,,How admini. tr a tor to udd/dclete re. ource ·. 
Lb1k ID: 
ateaory: All 
URL: http://1plS9. ktm.um edu.my/1109/ 
D• rrtptlon rSnM pt09r1mm1n courte which ••plain the 
basic programming concept 1n C progr mm1ng 
0' Otl I Cit I 
• igur 2 : M dif re ur ·', inf' rmation 
di pla ed. igurc 2 
lick ' a c'' butt n to a th ru difi inf rmati n. auti n: lnf nnati n 1. 
not ave if a 
Ii k " elctc' t dcl nc th r 
ult n t ba k t M n • ur m e. 









3.11.4 Manage Articles 
Wek:ome 'u 01llh1 Pr0j!rbtnu1h Grvup Ne"""rk · Mle"""lt In " t ll\l>lontr 
Online Programming Group Netw 
n •• 11 
U.t'1·~ rtd"ll 
Stt1Tk 





AnitlP lid uther ID Subftlil D IP Filo 
Artlrla Title 
(Keyword): t rth 
St lUS 
WER020096 2118/2005 10 04 52 Approved 
PM 
W"K020 S ~/!71200 8 31 ~O r; l'M A1 po i 
'igure21: Manaac 
lick n 'Manage Arti m itc bar t a 
( igurc I ) 
lick n the Arti le till 111 rt i ul 
Enter k word olarti I tit I in ar h r a 
rti ain I a 1 •• 
arti ule r 1rti I . 














Online Programming Group Netw 
This p ge !lows admini ·trator to preview and approved ubmitted 
ortieles . 
Arllrfo Th.lo: l.Jnl.ed List Source code 
ulhnr IP: WI' Kll2!1ll86 
A11U1or: .J Kok 
Enil\ll: rjkok l,tml)ll.c m 
D•snt~don: 
Th is a b1c1s 1ntroducllon on CH ltnktd list. Thi source 
coda prov1d is n •• mplo of ltnktd Its! 1mpl m nt Iron "' 
C • + data structuro pro r mmin9. 
OownJo d SPU•U ru~: 
Al)p1ovv Dtltl O ck 
-igur 
After the article title in parti ular r w 1 Ii k id th arti I inf rmuti 11 1 
di pla ed. (Figure 22 
lick Appro c' butt n t appr c th arti d ' 11 ad. 
lick' Delete" t d letc th arti I' 








3.11.5 Make Announcement 
Sock • /" Se.vth 
llMM l l"((p:/(lot<.>llOlt/OIQil/O<fd, 
Weltome 10 Online Ptut1rllo1 .. nh Crvup l'lei-tk · Mlerosutl Int rnet (Jq>ID,.r 
Online Programming Group Netw 









D t : 3/3/2005 
Th• now developed Online 
Programming Group Network 
(OP N) IS ltunced. 
All r KTM mtm rs ••• ecome 
OP N's m mb r autom1t1c lly. 
PltHt Sign on with Unr ID and 
pnsword which you use to loQ1n 




Figure _ Ma e Ann 
lick n Mak Ann un irn nt" in it bar t a nk nu un 'Ill nt ll 1\ 
Page. (Figur 2 ) 
Ke in the announ cm nt inf rmati n int 
lick "Publi h" button to th . nn un rn nt. 
lick lear to lear th ann un m nt. 
lick' " ult n tot a 
Un
ive
rsi
ty 
of 
Ma
lay
a
